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PART I
THE HOG BUSINESS, ITS SCOPE AND GENERAL ACCOUNTING FEATURES
The hog business begins with the buying of the live hogs in the
public stock yards or in some cases thru country shippers and from the
farmers direct, and ends with the marketing of the pork products,—
fresh, cured, smoked and cooked,—and manufactured by-products. It
includes the following operations:—
Buying
Killing and Dressing
Cutting up Carcasses
Saving and Preparing Small Products (Offal)
Saving and Processing By-Products
Rendering Lard
Rendering Grease
Refining Lard
Storage of Products
Curing of Pork Products
Smoking of Pork Products
Cooking of Pork Products
Marketing of all Pork Products

All manufacturing, processing, and marketing transactions in connection with the above are part of the hog business, and should be included in the "Hog Section" of the present-day packing house.
Most of the operations above may be carried on in separate departments, each on its own commercial basis. Much has been said in the
opening book of this work on the departmentization and general accounting features of the business and there is no need for repetition
here.
The hog business has several peculiarities which distinguish it
from not only every other outside industry, but from the cattle, calf and
sheep business as well.
Pork products are usually marketed in the form of cuts, such as
hams, ribs, bellies, shoulders, loins, butts, etc., whereas cattle, calves
and sheep are largely sent to markets in the whole carcass. Further,
these pork cuts may be sold fresh or may be cured, smoked, or cooked.
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In the cattle, calf and sheep business the operating and marketing
policies are usually determined on a knowledge of the margins of profit
or loss, at which the dressed meats are being sold. As previously explained, these margins are computed by applying the selling prices
realized against the dressed cost of the meats.
In the hog business the smaller portion of the dressed meat is
sold fresh; most of the cuts going to curing and other departments for
further processing.
For test purposes some packers figure the cost of the hog carcass
or lot of hog carcasses in a manner somewhat similar to that by which
dressed cost of beef is figured. This dressed cost is then compared with
the market value of the various parts into which the carcasses are cut
in order to determine the profit or loss at which the hogs are "cutting
out."
Other packers prefer to compare the market value of all the various
parts into which the hog is cut, including all killing and miscellaneous
by-products, with the actual live cost of hogs in order to arrive at the
profit or loss at which the hogs are "cutting out."
These tests are most important as they are the packers' guide in
current transactions and aid him in formulating current buying and
operating policies.
The live hog market and the markets for the various pork products,
while related, have no direct connections; nor have the markets for the
various cuts or products any direct connection with each other. Loins
may be in demand and selling well, while lard may be relatively low
priced. Bacon may be selling at relatively high prices while there is
small demand for shoulders, dry salt cuts, etc., and consequently these
may be selling at relatively low prices.
All of these various products have relatively independent markets
which are subject to conditions of supply and demand and fluctuate
accordingly. These markets as a whole over long periods must of
course be in harmony with the live hog markets. The packer must
attempt to so handle his transactions and operations between these
fluctuating markets as to net him a reasonable profit.
The immediate means of determining whether the markets are
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favorable or unfavorable to operations are the killing and cutting tests
which indicate the margin of profit or loss on current transactions.
These test results are in no sense realized profits or losses as they
simply indicate the difference between the present dressed cost of a hog
or hog carcass and the present value of the various cuts made therefrom, and pertain only to current transactions. This is really the basis
for the forming of the fresh pork or hog killing and cutting department
account.
The various cuts may be marketed fresh from the fresh pork
department or transferred to other departments for curing on the basis
of the market values used in this cutting test. The curing department
being operated on a commercial basis, takes the green product at its
current net market value and should be able to process and dispose of
the cured product at a profit commensurate with the service rendered.
From the curing departments the products may be sold, or may be
transferred to other departments for further processing, such as smoking, or cooking, whichever appears most advantageous at the time,
dependent on the market for the product at these various stages.
Each one of these operations or processes deals with a finished
commercial product, represents a completed transaction, and a separate and distinct business risk. It should therefore, be conducted on
an independent commercial basis, earning a profit commensurate with
the additional service performed. The operator or manager should
have on hand at all times reliable and complete statistics covering
market prices, dressed costs, yields, expenses and gains or shrinkages
in the various operations, in order to conduct his operations in these
various departments to the best advantage.
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PART II
TESTS, COSTS AND YIELDS
It is the intention to outline in this section the methods which are
considered best for determining costs and figuring yields in the hog
business. It is thought that if accepted methods of making and figuring the tests are fully explained, any packer may apply these to his
own business and amplify them to as great detail as he may desire.
Sample test forms are shown for the purpose of illustration only,
as these are not proposed as being standard tests which should be
adopted by everyone. This would be impracticable, as a test made
by one packer, if applied to the business of another, might be very
misleading because of different conditions. Each concern should build
up its own system of tests, and these tests should be figured as often
as indicated by market changes. There are so many varying conditions
in the hog business that the trouble and expense of making frequent
tests is well repaid.
The general subject of tests, cost figuring and yields is divided
into sections as shown below. Each item will be described in the
order given.
The sections are •'
Tests—
1.
2.
3.
4.
6.
6.

Weekly tests
Killing tests
Cutting testa
Killing and Cutting tests
Tank tests
Expense tests

Yields—
l.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Dressing yield
Gains and shrinks
Cooking shrinks
Rendering yields
Smoking shrinks
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Cost figuring—
1.
2.
3.
4.
6.
6.

Dressed costs
Labor costs
Supply expenses
Indirect expenses
Selling and administrative expenses
Figuring drainage and saltage allowances

Weekly T e s t s Some packers find it desirable to maintain what are known as
"weekly tests" but which in reality are but complete records of the
killing for the week recapitulated in the form of a test.
These tests are of value in checking results shown on monthly departmentals which for one reason or another may be considered out
of line. They also furnish a convenient summary of the different
kinds of cuts made during the week.
Bach packer will have to decide for himself whether the benefits
derived from these tests are of sufficient value to warrant the expense
and trouble of making and figuring them.
A detailed description of these weekly tests is not given here for
the reason that it would be largely a repetition of the material in the
sections on Hog Killing and Cutting Tests.
Killing Test—
Purpose—To determine the cost of chilled dressed carcass ready
for cutting, which will include charges for all expenses and credits for
value of all killing products obtained.
WEIGHTS TO BE OBTAINED—

Live weight of hogs paid for.
Warm dressed weight.
Chilled dressed weight. (If it is not convenient to obtain the chilled
weight of carcasses every time a test is made, an effort should
be made to do so often enough so that the figure used to represent cooler shrink will be known to be accurate.)
Weights of each item of killing products, such as ears, snouts,
plucks, tankage, etc. (Killing fats, ears, lips, etc., should be
spread on perforated pans or screens 24 hours before weighing so as to give an opportunity for water to drain off.)
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION THAT SHOULD BE SHOWN ON T E S T —

Total live weight and average live weight.
Total shrunk dressed weight and average shrunk dressed weight.
Date bought and date killed.
Live cost per cwt. and total live cost.
Yield.
Dressed cost per cwt. and total dressed cost.
CONDEMNED AND PASSED FOR STERILIZATION—

If the percent of animals condemned and passed for sterilization
was the same from each drove of hogs, it would be proper to show the
value of such hogs as a credit along with other killing products, but
as the percentage condemned and passed for sterilization varies considerably from day to day it is necessary to entirely eliminate from
the test the figures for hogs actually condemned or passed for sterilization and use instead as a debit a figure based upon average of hogs
condemned or passed for sterilization during the preceding month.
This elimination may be accomplished by:
(a)

Deducting from the total number and total live weight the
number and live weight of hogs condemned or passed for
sterilization.
(b) Deducting from the dressed weight the actual dressed weight
of such hogs. The live weight of these hogs may be obtained
by dividing the actual shrunk dressed weight by the average
yield of the lot.
Where killing products of such hogs have become mixed, a deduction may be made from the total weight and value of each item on a
percentage basis determined by dividing the live weight of such hogs
by the total live weight of the lot.
Dead Hogs—Hogs that die on the way to the slaughterhouse
should also be eliminated by deducting the actual or estimated weight
of such dead hogs from the total live weight.

Killing Test—
SAMPLE FORM
SMALLPRODUCTS (OFFAL)

...Killed.
Yield....

Hogs from
Bought.
Lot No
No. H e a d . . .
Dressed Cost Chilled

Items
Shrunk
Drsd.

Live
Total Weight
Average Per Head
Cost Per Cwt.

Cost at
Plus Exp. at
Total Cost

Per Cwt. Alive.
Per Cwt.Alive.

(Killing Lard
(Offal
Less
(Grease
Credits—(Casings At
(Tankage At
(Hair
At
(Blood
At

Per
Per
Per
Per

Price

Hearts
Livers
Kidneys
Stomachs
Tongues
Cheek Meat
Head Meat
Brains
Snouts
Ears
Head Skins
Lips
Total
KILLING LARD
Est. % Wt.
Items
Wt. Yield Lard
Raw Leaf
Lard
Ham Facing
Caul Fat
BungGutFat
Ruffle Fat
:Gut Fat
Head Bones
Misc'l Fat

Hog
Hog
Hog
Hog

Total
Cost Chilled Carcasses

Total

Net Cost Per Cwt.

Total Lard

#

@

$

Grease
Weight

Items

Note: If possible i t e m s to
grease
tank
should be rendered separately and
a c t u a l yield of
grease obtained.
If this is not possible an estimate
will have to be
made.

Ear Drums—Teeth
Grindings, etc.
Pig Bags and Pizzles
Lungs
Livers and Gall Bags
Black Guts
Miscellaneous

Total
Grease

Wt.

#

@

$

Note: If possible fats should
be rendered in separate tank and
total actual yield of lard obtained. Where this is not possible estimated yields may be used
and total weight of lard obtained
as indicated above.

Total Tankage
Equals Per Hog
Total Hair
Equals Per Hog
Total Casings
Equals Per Hog
Blood
Equals Per Hog

At..
At.
At..
At..
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Complete Cutting Test—
Purpose—To determine total value of finished cuts, trimmings,
etc., ready for sale or cure and to arrive at profit or loss by charging
cost of chilled carcasses and all expenses and crediting market value of
all cuts, trimmings, lard, etc.
WEIGHTS TO BE OBTAINED—

Total chilled weight of carcasses. If this is not obtainable, shrunk
dressed weight may be used.
Weight of each average and grade of cuts.
Weight of trimmings.
Weight of cutting fats.
Weight of miscellaneous items such as neckbones, spare-ribs, etc.
It is advisable to weigh up the different grades of fat such as
back fat, shoulder fat, ham fat, etc., separately so that in case of inability to make tank test for yield of lard it may be computed on the
basis of estimated yields.
IMPORTANT INFORMATION THAT SHOULD BE SHOWN ON TEST—

Date killed and date cut.
Total net cost and cost per cwt.
Weight, grade and average of each cut.
Percentage yield.
Setting up Figures—When putting together the figures for a cutting test it is advisable to group the cuts into subdivisions such as
hams, bellies, fat backs, shoulders, lard, misc. These subdivisions may
then be totaled for weights and figured out on a percentage basis. Then
by totaling the percentages and weights a good check on the accuracy
of the test figures is obtained.

Hog Cutting Tests—
Date Killed
Average Live Weight
Actual Chilled Weight
Amt.

SAMPLE FORM
Date Cut
Live Cost Per Cwt
Net Cost Total
Per Cwt.

Net Cost
Plus Expenses
Total
Hogs Cut Out

Lot No
Yield

Cuts
Loins
Loins
Loins

Wt. | Price | Amt.
8/10
10/12
12/24

Loins for Boning
•Tenderloins
Total

Profit

Shoulders

Loss

Boston Butts
Boneless Butts

COMMENTS
It is impossible to show the names
of all the cuts that will fit all tests.
This is simply a sample form which
will furnish the basis for drawing
up tests that will suit each packers'
business.
Provision is made for showing
weights of different fats, but if possible tank tests should be made and
total yield of P. S. Lard shown instead of weights of raw fats.

Picnics
Picnics
Picnics

4/6
6/8
8/10

Knuckles
Neckbones
Platebones
Reg. Plates
Clear Plates
Total
Grd.

Av.

Bellies
Bellies
Bellies
Bellies
Bellies
Bellies
Briskets
Total
Hams
Hams
Hams
Hams
Hams
Hams
Hams

8/10
10/12
12/14
14/16
16/18
18/20

Hams Boned Out
Total
Pat Backs
Fat Backs
Fat Backs
Fat Backs
Fat Backs
Fat Backs
Fat Backs
Fat Backs

No. Hogs
Drsd. Cost
Per Cwt

8/10
10/12
12/14
14/16
16/18
18/20
20/25
25/30

Flank Fat
Skinless Fat Backs
Skins
Total
Trimmings
Trimmings
Neck Fats
Bones
Spareribs
Tails
Feet
Miscellaneous
Total
=====
GRAND TOTAL

|

%
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Comparative Cutting T e s t While the complete cutting test outlined in division three is very
valuable, and should be made at frequent intervals, it does not point
out to the packer in the most convenient way the advantages of making
one class of cuts as compared with another. All that it does is to show
him the profit or loss as a total.
There is another class of cutting tests which, if properly made,
will point out which are the most profitable cuts to make. Because of
the number of these tests it would be impossible to outline all of them
in detail. As an example, however, a test is outlined showing the
comparison between ribs and loins, which gives a suggestion for a
method for making such tests. There are quite a number of tests which
can be made which are of great assistance to the pork packer in conducting his operations and it is strongly recommended that frequent
tests be made to determine the best and most profitable kinds of cuts
to make.
The following list gives some of the comparisons which can be
made between cuts but does not, of course, include all of them :
Ribs v. Short Clears v. Backs and Bellies;
Extra Short Clears v. Clear Bellies and Fat Backs;
Ribs v. Pork Loins and Extra Short Clears;
Regular Dry Salt Bellies v. S. P. Bellies v. Fancy Bellies;
Boston Butts v. Boneless Butts;
Picnics v. Trimmings and Hocks;
Rough Shoulders v. Fresh Shoulders v. Skinned Shoulders v. Picnics;
Long Cut Hams v. Short Cut Hams.
Comparative Cutting Test—Ribs vs. Loins—
Purpose—To determine profit or loss cutting hogs into loins as
compared with ribs. All cuts should be priced at net market value.
It will not be necessary to make any allowance for expense, because expense would be practically the same whichever way hogs are cut, although there would be no objection to debiting the loin side of the test
with what might be considered the extra expense of cutting into loins.
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SAMPLE FORM
Regular Short Ribs 50# Avg.
v.
Pork Loins, Bellies and Fat Backs.
Regular Short Ribs 50# avg
Tenderloins
Tenderloin Fat
Regular Trimmings
Pork Loins 12# avg
D. S. Bellies 24
Fat Backs
12
Spare Ribs
Fat Trimmings

Weight
200.5#
2.0
10
5
204.0#

%
98.3%
1.0
.5
.2
100.0%

49.0#
95.7
46.0
6.0
7.3
204.0#

24.0%
46.9
22.5
3.0
3.6
100.0%

Price

Amount

The weights and percentages above are for the purpose of illustration only and are not to be taken as authoritative.
Killing and Cutting Test—
This is in reality simply a combination and summary of the killing test as outlined in Division Two, and the cutting test as outlined
in Division Three.
The sample form shown is an actual test and is reproduced here
to show the method used in shortening up the figuring required when
the killing and cutting tests are figured separately.
The method used to determine the average of the different cuts
was to total the weight of each class of cuts and divide by the number
of pieces—as, for instance, in this test, regular hams average 12/14#,
but this does not mean that all of them were within the 12/14# average.
Some were heavier and some lighter. The same system was followed
on the other cuts.
This form is quite a handy one to use for quick figuring, and the
results shown will be found reliable.
Care should be used in arriving at the figure that is to be shown
as a credit for small products. The expense figure should include
every item of expense connected with the killing and cutting of hogs,
including as well the indirect expenses.
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Killing and Cutting Test—
SAMPLE FORM
Bought

Killed
Cut
Live Wt. 5,073 A.L.W. 181.
Warm Dressed Weight 4,043. less 4% 3,881. Yield 76.50%
Date
% Pr. Amt, Pr. Amt. Pr. Amt. Pr. Amt. Date
Wt. Pr. Amt.
Reg. Hams, 12/14.1372
Briskets
67
Picnics,
4/6 .0520
Neekbones
31
Boston Butts
0412
Feet
83
Clear Plates
0264
Tails
8
D.S. Butts
0262
Brains
4¼
Fancy Bel. 6/8....0926
Ch. Hd. Sn. Mt.28
Fat Backs 6/8
0865
Lips
2½
Loins,
8/10... 0974
Snouts
9
Spareribs
0159
Ears
4%
Lean Trmgs
0307
P. S. Lard
0883
Total
237½
Miscellaneous
0468

Total
7412
Plus Small Products ..

|

COMMENTS
Value of S m a l l Products
should be taken from Killing Test.

Net Per Cwt. Alive
Light Hogs Cost

Profit
Loss .

The figures in the form are for purpose of illustration only and
cannot be taken as authoritative.
Tank T e s t s It is extremely important to know the value of different fats and
bones that are ordinarily sent to the tank, so that these items may
be charged to the tank at their proper values, and so that the hog
tests are not thrown out of line by improper credits. It is quite difficult to obtain accurate rendering tests in most packing houses for
the reason that the volume is not sufficient to enable the packer to fill
a standard sized tank with any one grade of fat.
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It is good practice wherever possible to equip the plant with a
test tank. These can be obtained small enough to hold about 1,000#
of fats. In such a tank can be duplicated the same conditions as obtain when rendering in standard tanks, and the yield figures thus
obtained can be taken as representative, providing, of course, that the
test is carefully and accurately made. In addition to the yield of lard
or grease, record should be made of the production of tankage.
Care should be taken not to include in the raw weight of fats sent
to the tank the weight of water that may be on the fat. The best way
to avoid this, rather than to make an estimated allowance for water,
is to chill the fats on perforated pans, or racks, for 24 hours, as this
will give an opportunity for all of the water to drain off. A sample
test is reproduced here to show the form in which the information developed by the test may be shown.
Tank Test—
SAMPLE FORM
HAM FACINGS
Spread on racks and chill 24 hours.
Should represent Facings from medium weight hogs,
or else equal proportions from light, medium and
heavy hogs.
Approximate avg. live weight of hogs 240#.
Number hogs
1084
Weight
#1—Ham Facings
1555#
#2—P. S. Lard
1127#
Commercial Tankage (Commercial Moisture Basis)
13#
14.7 Units Ammonia
5.5 Units Bone Phosphate
% Grease
Concentrated Tankage (Commercial Moisture Basis)
52#
15.4 Units Ammonia
(x)
(x) These percentages are based on net weight of Ham
Facings sent to tank as under #1.
Tank House Expense per cwt. Lard rendered.
Fertilizer Expense Commercial Tankage.
per ton
Fertilizer Expense Concentrated Tankage.
per ton

Yield
100%
72.5%
.9%

3.4%
76.8%

NAME OF PLANT
DATE

The above is submitted as a sample only. Each packer will have
to prepare his own tests representative of his own operations,
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Expense Test—
The question of expense in preparing products for market is becoming more important all the time on account of rising costs for supplies and labor. It is very necessary for a packer to know in detail
the cost of all of the different operations and while, of course, the departmental results will show total costs for labor, supplies, etc., they
do not inform him as to what portion of the total cost is applicable to
any one commodity. If he were to use total costs as shown by departmental statement and apply it against all products, the result would
be that some products would be carrying a greater expense than actually incurred, and others would be carrying a less expense. This makes
it necessary that frequent tests be made to determine actual costs.
A separate test should be made on each class of commodity and on
each kind of package. From these tests a record should be prepared
which can be repriced and refigured at frequent intervals.
The form shown is given simply as a sample of a convenient method of recording figures, and covers wrapping and packing tests. Of
course, there are a great number of expense tests for which this form
would not be suitable, which makes it advisable to draw up a form
that will be appropriate for each kind of test.
While it may seem rather a troublesome task to draw up a separate form for each class of tests, it will be found better in the long
run, and will help to insure the accuracy of the tests, for the reason
that the form itself suggests the information that the test clerk should
develop.
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Expense Test—
SAMPLE FORM—WRAPPING AND PACKING TEST
Plant
Test On
Date
Packed In
Total Net Weight Packed
No. Pkg3.
LABOR—SUPPLIES, ETC.
Labor—

Average
.No. Pieces
.Unwrapped Weight.
REMARKS
Cost

Labor

Supplies—Box,

Carton,

Supplies—Miscellaneous,

Tin

or

Glue,

Woodenware

String,

]

Nails,

TOTAL LABOR, SUPPLIES AND OVERHEAD.)

TOTAL COST PER CWT
Supplies Used
Package

Kind &
Number

Quantity

Price
Used

Size

Weight
Per 100#
Shipped

Wt.

Crate or Case

|

|

Cloth

|

|

1

1

I

II

II

Paper

|

|

1

1

1

II

Paper

|

|

1

1

1

II

Paper

|

|

I

1

II

.

I

String and Cord

|

|

|

|

1

il

Miscellaneous

|

|

1

1

1

II

Figure All Costs on Shipped Weight.

Yields—
The proper figuring of yields and the proper understanding of
just what these yields mean in dollars and cents to the operator is a
matter of considerable importance.
While the departmental results will show the total yield for all
products handled in a department having gains or shrinks., it does
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not show the gain or shrink for each class of product. While this is a
matter of more or less common knowledge to experienced packing house
men, it is important that frequent tests be made in order that all interested may have full and correct information as to just what the
yields are.
It is not only a question of knowing the yields for better guidance
in conducting buying and selling operations, but it is also a question
of knowing whether or not the yields are in line with what they should
be under proper operating conditions, in order that necessary steps
may be taken to correct improper conditions.
It is not the intention to outline in this section sample forms for
obtaining gains or shrinks for the reason that this is a matter of simple
computation, the important thing is to obtain the correct weights before computing gains or shrinks. Special comments as to the figuring
of gains or shrinks for each division of the business are given below.
Dressing Yields—
The live weight should be the actual weight paid for. The dressed
weight should be: The warm weight of hogs, head-on, leaf-in, with deduction for kidneys. The warm scale weight should be reduced on a
percentage basis for shrink in chilling. The percentage used should
be determined by careful tests. Ordinarily it will run about 2-½%.
The percentage of yield should be the shrunk dressed weight, thus
arrived at, divided by the net live weight.
Curing Yields—
Weights to be obtained should be the green weight put-down and
cured weight as taken out of vats or piles. From this cured weight
should be deducted a sufficient amount to cover pickle drainage, or salt
as case may be. The amount to be deducted should be determined by
careful tests, and a different schedule of deductions should be provided for, to cover pickle products weighed at different lengths of time
after pulled; this because if products have been out of pickle several
days before weighed, considerable of the moisture will have run off,
and it will not be necessary to make as great an allowance as though
the products had been weighed directly out of pickle.
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The method of figuring drainage allowance is explained in detail
in a later section.
The per cent gain should be arrived at by dividing the difference
between the green weight put down and the cured weight, less allowance, by the green weight put down.
Rendering Yields—
The weights to be obtained are Raw Weight of Products to tank
and the actual weight of rendered product. In case of killing products,
care should be taken that the raw weight used does not include weight
of water that may be on the fats. This may be avoided by deducting
from this weight a percentage allowance based on careful tests. Allowance to be given may be determined by weighing the products as
they come from the killing floor and then chilling for twenty-four
hours on perforated pans or screens and reweighing. The per cent
yield of rendered product is the actual weight of rendered product
divided by the raw weight less allowance.
Smoking Shrink—
Weights to be obtained should be the Net Cured Weight charged
to the Smoke House; and the smoked weight.
The per cent shrink is arrived at by dividing the difference between the net cured weight and the smoked weight by the net cured
weight.
However it must be borne in mind that in addition to the shrink
as arrived at above there is an additional shrinkage which occurs while
the meats are hanging waiting shipment.
Of course there is no objection, in fact if it can be arranged, the
better way would be to figure the shrink on the basis of actual weight
shipped instead of weight directly off smoke.
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COST FIGURING
The departmental statements give various total cost figures, but
in order to get accurate costs on individual operations and on the various products handled in each department, it is necessary to make tests
frequently. An outline is given in the following paragraphs of the
manner in which the principal costs can be arrived at.
Dressed Cost—
The dressed cost is composed of:
(a) The live purchase cost of hogs plus freight, feed, yardage,
and any other expenses incurred prior to receipt of animals at packing
house.
(b) The expense of killing.
(c) An amount to cover the loss due to hogs condemned and held
for sterilization.
From the total of these three items should be deducted an amount
to cover the value of killing, offal and by-products, which amount
can readily be determined from killing tests. The result is the total
dressed cost which should be divided by the shrunk warm weight, in
order to get the average dressed cost of the carcasses. The shrunk
warm weight is the dressed weight of the carcasses, head on and leaf
lard in. In case the dressed weight is taken after heads and leaves
have been removed an amount to cover the value of these items should
be credited to the lot in same manner as killing offal and by-products.
Labor Costs—
As this is one of the largest items of expense, it should be watched
very closely.
The total labor costs in each department can, of course, be determined as a whole from the departmental statements each period. In
addition to this, itemized labor costs should be made up from the pay-
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roll, showing the costs of the various operations in each department.
For example, the labor in the Curing Cellars should be split into—
Put Down
Overhauling
Converting
Packing and Shipping
Transferring to Lower Temperature Storage
An outline of the labor items is given under each department.
The items used of course will differ somewhat on account of conditions
at various plants.
As this gives the labor costs of performing various operations
on all kinds and grades of product together, it is necessary to go into
more detail in order to determine costs in processing and handling
the individual items.
Labor tests may be made, as occasion arises, on small lots of
products by simply taking a record of the number of hours spent on
the work and the rate per hour.
A more reliable method of determining labor costs is to keep a
careful record of what each worker in a department works on for a
period of one week. At the end of the week the entire pay-roll in
that department should be separated into as many items as necessary,
giving the costs on different methods of processing and packing products and on different grades of products.
While this may seem somewhat more costly, it is the cheapest in
the long run, as a good test of this kind can be revised and adjusted
as general labor costs change.
Another advantage is that a test covering a longer period of time
reflects the actual operating conditions such as time lost, supervision,
elevator service, etc.
Supply Expenses—
There are two kinds of supply expense—Direct supplies and indirect supplies.
Direct supplies are all supplies actually used in processing the
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product, including those which are consumed in manufacturing as well
as wrapping and packing materials.
Indirect supplies are miscellaneous supplies not used directly on
the product, such as brooms, brushes, hammers, etc.
The total supply expense can be determined same as labor cost
from the departmental statements, but this figure is not of much value
for cost figuring purposes, owing to many different kinds of supplies,
and the different methods of processing, wrapping or packing.
If the per unit supply expense from the departmental statements
were used, it is readily seen that some products would be carrying
more than they should, while other products would have an advantage.
In making tests to ascertain costs of direct supplies, an accurate
record must be kept of each item of supplies used in manufacturing,
wrapping or packing to which should be applied the actual cost. The
total amount divided by the net weight of the product will give the
cost per unit. In ease any expense is incurred in preparing the supplies, such as cutting paper, nailing shooks, etc., this expense should
be included in the cost of the supply item.
Cost of indirect supplies will have to be an arbitrary charge
based on cost for some previous period, taking into consideration any
appreciable change in values.
Indirect Expenses—
This is an item which is very often overlooked in figuring costs
with the result that at the end of the period the departmental account
does not show as good results as were anticipated.
As explained in part III this item includes all expenses exclusive
of Labor, Supplies, Selling and Administrative Expense. Owing to
the fact that some of the items will vary considerably from month to
month, it is advisable for cost figuring purposes to use the average
per unit expense for a longer period, say three or four months.
Selling and Administrative Expenses—
Consists of expense incurred in placing the product on the market,
such as salesmen's salaries and expenses, office expenses, traveling ex-
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penses, advertising, etc. F o r further details see p a r t I I I , Selling and
Administrative Expenses.
Per unit expense should be arrived at and applied in same manner
as indirect expenses.
Figuring Drainage and Saltage Allowances—
(a)

DRAINAGE ALLOWANCE.

The amount to be deducted will have to be determined by careful
tests, deductions varying according to the kind of product and the
length of time held after being taken from pickle.
Drainage allowance is figured on net weight. For example, if
shipping car of hams 30,000 lbs. net and drainage allowance is 4%,
take 4% of 30,000 lbs. or 1,200 lbs. 30,000 lbs plus 1,200 lbs. equals
3.1,200 lbs. or gross weight. To arrive at net weight divide 31,200 lbs.
(gross weight) by 104, which gives net weight 30,000 lbs.
(b)

SALTAGE ALLOWANCE.

The amount to be deducted is determined on each shipment by selecting a truckload of product showing a fair average of salt on the
meat as weighed. It is then weighed with the salt on. After being
weighed each individual piece should be briskly swept on all sides with
a dry, crisp broom to remove all the salt. After this test truckload
has been swept, it is reweighed, the difference in the weight before and
after sweeping showing the amount of salt on the meat. This taken in
connection with the weight of the meat gives the percentage of salt
which is applied to the entire shipment or carload.
In case dissatisfaction is expressed by either the buyer or seller it
is permissible to take another truckload and handle in same manner,
an average of the two trucks being the basis for making saltage allowance.
The Board of Trade method for ascertaining saltage allowance is
as follows:
Assume truckload to weigh—Before sweeping.. .515 lbs.
After s w e e p i n g . . . . 500 lbs.
Saltage
15 lbs.
15 lbs. divided by 515 equals 2.91 per cent salt. Applying, say, on a
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30,000 pound carload, 30,000 lbs multiplied by 2.91 per cent salt equals
874 lbs. saltage, plus saltage on salt, arrived at by multiplying 874 lbs.
by 2.91 per cent equals 26 lbs. Total saltage allowance, 900 lbs. So
that 30,900 lbs. gross weighed up, basis 2.91 per cent saltage allowance
makes 30,000 net weight.
This method, however, which provides for an allowance for saltage
on salt is rather complicated, and the same result can be arrived at by
using the following rule:
Where actual saltage allowance based on sweeping tests is to be
given, saltage to be ascertained on lines of following example:
Before sweeping.. .515 lbs.
After sweeping
500 lbs.
15 lbs. divided by 500 lbs. equals 3 per
cent saltage.
Net weight 30,000 lbs. multiplied by 3 per cent equals 900 lbs. plus
30,000 lbs. equals 30,900 lbs, actual gross weight to be shipped.
Where the gross weight and saltage is known, reverse the procedure, dividing by 103 to get net weight.
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PART III
HOG SECTION EXPENSES
In considering the expenses chargeable against the hog section
operations and departments at this point, it is not intended to go into
detail. As most packing plants will have various other operations,
such as the cattle business, the sheep business, sausage manufacture,
etc., most of the expense accounts chargeable against the departments
representing the hog business will be of a distributive nature.
For the small plant, in which the operations are limited to the
slaughter of hogs, the sale of fresh, cured and smoked pork and lard,
the expense problem is relatively simple. All operating expenses will
be absorbed by the hog business. The only question arising is the
distribution of these expenses between the several departments within
the hog business itself.
However, when a plant has operations other than the hog business,
as is more often the case, the distribution of their expenses affects all
of the various sections of the business. It has, therefore, been considered best to treat in a separate book or pamphlet the matter of expenses as a whole, including both the classification of expenses and the
distribution or allocation of such expenses to the various departments.
The importance of sound and complete distribution of expenses
to the departments cannot be over-emphasized in this business. Each
department should be charged not only with its direct labor, supplies
and repairs, but also with its proper proportion of every expense incurred in carrying on the operations of the business and disposing of
the product. The net results of all of the departments taken together
should represent the net operating profit or loss of the plant or business as a whole. To this should be added the non-operating income,
and from it should be deducted interest and other non-operating expense, in order to arrive at the surplus net profit or loss for the accounting period.
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The expenses which should be charged against these various departments should include all of the following elements:
EXPENSE ACCOUNT
Labor
(this should include all labor expense of gangs and
foremen. Division men also where distributable
directly to a department. It should include the
labor of receiving and handling all supplies for the
department.)
Supplies (Direct)
(being all supplies used in carrying on operations,
including those which are consumed in manufacturing operations, such as salt in the cellars, cord-wood
in the smoke-house, etc. This would not, however,
include materials properly chargeable below under
the head of repairs.)
Supplies (Indirect)
Liability Insurance
Icing

BASIS FOR CHARGE
Direct Charge to Department

Direct Charge to Department

Arbitrary based on Tests
Based on Payroll
Service rendered or Arbitrary
based on tests.
Loading
Do.
Power
Do.
Heat
Do.
Light
Do.
Water
Do.
Refrigeration
Do.
Teaming and Trucking
Do.
Freezer Storage Expenses or Freezer Storage Services.... Do.
Laundry Expense and Laundry Service
Do.
Laboratory expense or services
Do.
Insurance on Stock
Investment in Stock
Taxes on personal property
Investment
Expense incurred by the Superintendent and plant administrative staff
Based on Plant Payroll
Repairs to Plant Machinery and Equipment
Direct Charges
Depreciation on Plant Machinery and Equipment
Based on Investment
Insurance and Taxes on Plant Machinery and Equipment.. Based on Investment
Fire and Police Protection and Watchman Service, etc
Based on Investment
Selling Expense
On Volume of Product Sold
(should include all expenses incurred in placing the
Out of Department, Transproduct on the market, such as salesmen's salaries fers excluded
and expenses, office expense, traveling expenses.
etc.)
Advertising
Do.
General Administrative
Do.
Buying Expenses
Killing Department only
(being all expenses incurred in buying live stock,
such as buyers' salaries or commissions, buyers'
office expenses, buyers' traveling expenses, etc. These
will be chargeable only to the fresh pork or hog killing and cutting departments. (If a shipper pig dept.
is operated it should be charged its proper proportion of the buying expenses, distribution usually to
be based on the head bought.)

All of the foregoing are actual expenses of conducting operations
in the hog business, and, as such, should be distributed over the various departments. The suggested bases for distribution above are
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merely tentative and general, as the whole subject will be covered more
fully in the chapter on expenses.
The charging of operating interest against the various departments
has many advantages, and is especially appropriate in this business
where the various departments must be handled on a commercial basis.
No attempt is made to decide the much mooted question of whether
or not interest is an element of cost. It should not be distributed with
or confused with the other actual expenses incurred in the business
and distributed against the various departments. These actual expenses should be charged up to each department and their total deducted from the gross results shown, and the net result, loss or gain,
ascertained. From this, the operating interest should be deducted and
the final result of the departments arrived at.
This operating interest should be a charge representing a reasonable return upon the capital used, including fixed property (land, buildings, machinery and equipment), inventories of product and supplies
on hand, and accounts receivable from customers. As this includes
practically all of the investment used in operations, when handled in
this manner the operating interest charge becomes a measuring stick
by which to judge the results produced by the several departments. It
also emphasizes to the operators or managers of the several departments the necessity of economical use of space and machinery and
equipment, and keeps before them the necessity of conserving the
capital used in carrying supply stocks, and of maintaining as high a
turnover on product as possible. Accounts receivable are included in
the basis for computing operating interest in order that the interest
may be charged on as nearly as possible all of the money used by the
company or plant in its operations.
In distributing the interest over the various departments it is
usually found best to compute the distribution in three parts:
a. On the fixed property used.
b. On the investment in inventories.
c. On investment in accounts receivable.
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The methods of making this distribution may be as follows:
Operating Interest on Fixed Property:—
The investment in land, building, machinery and equipment should
be divided over the various departments, allocating to each department that proportion of the fixed investment which it uses in its operations. Land and building values are usually divided on the basis of
the space occupied. Machinery and equipment can usually be allocated
against the various departments directly. General facilities such as
steam power refrigeration and electric plants which may not be charged
against any one department, should be distributed on the best ascertainable basis.
Operating Interest on Investment in Inventories:—
Each department should be charged interest on the stock of product and supplies that it carries throughout each period.
Operating Interest on Investment in Accounts Receivable:—
This charge is usually computed on the basis of sales, making allowance for differences in terms under which various products are
sold. Some accounts may be collected on within seven days, others
may be realized monthly and others may be carried on a three-months
basis, etc. By making a careful analysis of the accounts and terms of
sales, a basis for charging interest can be readily arrived at. This can
be prepared by taking the proper number of days sales of each department or product. The total so arrived at should be compared
with the actual accounts receivable outstanding in order to see that
the basis is fairly accurate.
Treatment of Operating Interest in Closing Accounts:—
In making up the final profit and loss account for the period it
would probably be advisable to take up the results from the various departments and sections of the business before operating interest. If
handled in this way this operating interest charge becomes a statistical
matter only, showing as a charge in each department, but not going
into the final or general accounts of the business.
The other method of handling operating interest is to put it into
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the double entry accounting system by charging these various departments and crediting operating interest reserve. In this case the
result transferred to the final profit and loss account would be, after
deducting the operating interest charges and this operating interest
reserve account would be credited to the profit and loss account in order
to put the profit and loss account itself on the proper basis, excluding
operating interest.
The first method above is simpler and does not confuse any of the
general accounts. It will probably be found more satisfactory.
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PART IV
DETERMINING PRICES FOR TRANSFERS BETWEEN DEPARTMENTS AND FOR VALUING INVENTORIES
The pricing of transfers between departments and inventories is a
very individual feature of the packing industry, and has probably been
the cause of more misunderstanding of the accounting procedure than
any other one factor. Much has been said heretofore of the necessity
of handling each and every department of the business on its own commercial basis in the same manner that it would be handled and accounted for were it a separate and distinct business. Doing this necessitates the accounting for each department being on its own basis, and
requires transfers between the various departments of the organization at market prices.
The inventories in the hog business are very largely priced on the
basis of current net market. This is done because it is impossible to
determine the cost of the various cuts which make up the greater portion of the inventories on hand at any period. As has been explained in
the introductory chapter, the cost of a dressed hog carcass or of a lot
of dressed hog carcasses may be determined quite satisfactorily, but
when a carcass is cut up into its various merchantable parts a few days
after killing, all record of cost is lost, as it is impossible to determine
the cost of any of these cuts. Practically all hog product inventories
are therefore necessarily priced at realizable market values.
Determining market values to be used for inventories and transfers of the many and varied pork cuts and products is an intricate and
technical problem peculiar to the packing industry alone. Little is
known of the basis for inventories outside of the business itself. The
. material in the following paragraphs is presented in order to promote a
more general understanding of the methods used in this industry in
pricing transfers and inventories.
Chicago is the great central market for live hogs and pork products. This is largely because of its location with respect to the great
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corn and hog producing areas of the country and because of the earlier
development of its markets and the transportation facilities which it
has. Located as it is, it is practically the gateway through which the
hog and pork products of the West must pass on the way to the great
consuming markets throughout the East. Here are located the greatest
live hog and provision markets in the world.
The Chicago Board of Trade and the large brokerage business in
provisions carried on in Chicago indicate the current values of the
more important pork products, and it is these prices which serve to
a very large extent as a basis for computing values of such products
both there and at other points in the country.
Pork products originating in the West are usually worth the transportation differential under the Chicago market for such products,
while pork products in the East nearer the great consuming territory
and export points along the Coast will usually be worth the Chicago
price plus the transportation differentials. There are some exceptions,
of course, such as cuts which may be in demand in the South and
may be worth more there than in the East, but in a general way the
above will hold true.
On the Chicago Board of Trade daily transactions are reported in
ribs, mess pork and lard. Each one of these is a well-known and standard commodity. Each trade or delivery is subject to inspection by
Board of Trade inspectors to see that the product delivered is of the
required weight and quality and in proper condition.
Reliable markets are also established here by the transactions of
brokers in pork cuts, the more important of which are—
Regular hams, fresh and cured.
Skinned hams, fresh and cured.
Picnics, fresh and cured.
Bellies, fresh and cured.
The majority of transactions in these products are consummated subject to Board of Trade inspection, and accepted and reliable markets
are established for them.
For cuts which are usually sold fresh, such as loins, shoulders,
butts, trimmings, etc., and for offal, the best available market is the
current prices at which such products are being sold and is a matter
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of everyday knowledge to the operator or packing-house man. The
best method of verifying or substantiating these market prices is by
reference to the current sales of such products.
These markets, the Board of Trade, the Brokers' Market, and
the open selling market, each serves as a basis for determining the
prices of their respective products for transfer and inventory purposes. Due allowance, however, must be made in pricing the transfers
and inventories for freight differential, dependent upon the location of
the product and also for any further manufacturing, processing, packing and marketing costs to be incurred in putting the product in proper
marketing condition, such as is the basis for the market quotations
above.
Throughout the descriptions of the various departments to follow in this work, reference is made many times to pricing inventories
and transfers at net market values. This term is understood to mean
the current realizable net market value for such product after allowing
for any freight differential necessary and any manufacturing, processing, packing or marketing costs to be incurred in putting the product
on the market, together with allowance for meat that will not grade
standard.
While the method of pricing inventories of various products is
covered in detail in the description of the several departments following, for convenience the important items are summarized below:
Hog Carcasses in Cooler—To be inventoried at dressed weight
and dressed cost.
Shipper Pig Carcasses—At dressed weight and dressed cost.
Fresh Pork Cuts—At actual weights and net market value.
Pork Small Products (offal)—At boxed or actual weights and
net market price, with proper differentials for packing.
Lard and Grease—At measured or tierced weights and net market
values, with differential for loose or tierced basis.
Fertilizer and Tankage—At approximate weights and market value
of content of ammonia and bone phosphate of lime in the tankage on
hand.
Frozen Product—At weights into freezer and value in, plus carrying charge or market, whichever is lower.
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Fats—At actual weight and net market value of estimated yield
of rendered product, tank expense deducted.
Trimmings—At actual weights and net market values.
Tank Water—At market value of ammonia content, less manufacturing expense.
Casings—At actual weight or count, and net market value, with
allowance for those still in process.
Sweet Pickled Pork in Process—At put down weights and net
market value for cured product less allowance for processing.
Cured Sweet Pickled Pork—At actual weights and net market
value.
Dry Salt Pork in Process—At put down weight and at net market
value for cured product, with allowance for processing and handling.
Cured Dry Salt Pork—At actual weights and net market value.
Barrelled Pork—At standard weight of package and net market
value.
Vinegar Pickled Pork in Process—At put down weight and net
market price for cured product, with deduction for processing and
handling.
Cured Vinegar Pickled Pork—At net weight of packages and
net market value.
Smoked Pork in Process—At weight into department and net
market value for cured product.
Smoked Product on Hand—At weight out of smoke and net market
value for smoked product.
Cooked Product—At actual weight and net market value.
Product in Process of Cooking—At raw weights into process and
net market value for such raw product.
Supplies—By actual enumeration and listing, or from stock records if reliable, and at cost or market, whichever is lower.
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PART V
HOG SECTION DEPARTMENTAL ACCOUNTS
All of the accounts that are dealt with in the following pages represent parts of the hog business and must be grouped in order to determine just what is being accomplished in the hog section operations of
any packing house.
It depends on the extent of the operations whether or not the hog
business should be split up into as many sub-divisions as are shown
hereafter. The small packer will probably desire only a few sub-divisions, such as—
Fresh Pork.
Lard Refinery.
Cured Pork.
Smoked Pork.
Larger packers, however, will want to sub-divide their hog business more fully. Some of them will want all of the sub-divisions mentioned hereafter and even may sub-divide their departments to a still
greater extent.
The following descriptions of the various accounts are presented in
such a way that any or all may be combined when so desired, so that
any packer may have as many or as few departmental accounts as
best suits his business requirements.
Attention is called to the fact that there are six main divisions
as follows:
Fresh Pork—It is the object of this sub-division, consisting of
eleven departments to show the results on current transactions in buying, killing, cutting, and disposing of the goods either by sale or by
transfer to other sections. This should show whether or not it is profitable to buy and cut hogs as well as the cost of doing so.
Lard—This is designed to show the yields, costs, expenses and
results on the refining of Prime Steam Lard, Leaf Lard and other fats,
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as compared with marketing these raw materials through the Fresh
Pork Sections.
Cured Pork—Five Sub-divisions suggested in order to show the
yields, costs, expenses, and results on the Cellar products and the
effect of the changes in values, due to market conditions.
Smoked Pork—This shows yields, expenses, costs, and results in
the smoking of pork compared with selling it cured.
Boiled Hams—This department discloses the yields, costs, expenses, and results of boning and boiling hams, compared with selling
them in sweet pickle.
Shipper Pigs—This department shows the yields, costs, expenses,
and results of buying, killing, and selling pigs in the carcass.
The foregoing are the principal divisions of the hog business.
These may be divided up into various other departments, including any
or all shown in this outline. The following descriptions cover both
the primary and the optional departments.
PRIMARY DEPARTMENTS AND ACCOUNTS
LIVE HOGS

FRESH PORK

LARD

CURED PORK
SMOKED PORK

OPTIONAL DEPARTMENTS
Hog Killing and Cutting
Condemned Hogs
Fresh Pork Cuts
Frozen Pork
Pork Casings
Pork Small Products
Pork Re-Handling
Grease Tank
Animal Fertilizer
P. S. Lard
P. S. Lard Storage
Refined Lard
Neutral Lard
Kettle Rendered Lard
Frozen-for-Cure
Sweet Pickle
Dry Salt
Barrelled Pork
Vinegar Pickle

BOILED HAMS
SHIPPER PIGS—where not included in Fresh Pork Department.

The plan followed in presenting the outline for each department
to show first a pro-forma account or picture of the account, indicating
just what debits and what credits will come into the account and what
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the balance represents. Each item in the statement is numbered and
the explanation following describes these items in their order.
The outlines for the primary accounts, such as fresh pork, lard
department, and smoked pork, are all written as though these were
to be the only departments carried and the entries and explanations
are made accordingly. The explanations on the optional departments
are written as though all were to be carried.
There will be many who will want to carry some of these optional
departments, but not all of them, in which case it would be advisable
to revise these instructions for use in their own organization, rewriting them and making such revisions in the explanation on each as
may be required, so that the instructions and entries of the various
departments will agree and check against one another.
Obviously it would be impossible to write detailed instructions
for all of the many conditions which will be found. Some may wish
to handle lard and grease in departments separate from the fresh pork;
others may wish to remove from fresh pork, the sales of fresh cuts,
animal fertilizer may be set out separately, etc. It is necessary for
each company to lay out what it considers the best and most practical
plan for departmentization of its plant or plants, and then re-draft
these suggestions to fit those various departments.
The Institute, of course, stands ready to assist anyone with their
problems and will gladly receive any suggestions that members may
have to make after considering this tentative draft.
For each account outlined is submitted a statement in account
form showing what debits and what credits ordinarily will appear in
the account. The most of these entries will be explained in detail.
There are some, however, the explanation of which will be very similar
for the several departments, such as
Supplies,
Other Expenses,
Operating Interest.
As these are likely to be very similar for the various operating
departments, it is thought simpler to make one statement and simply
refer to them in writing of the various departments. No detail will
appear unless some exceptions are to be noted for the individual departments.
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Supply Expense:
Supply expense is understood to mean all of the supply expenses
incurred in the operation of the various departments. It will not include expenses chargeable under the head of repairs. However, it
should take in all wrapping and packing supplies, such as paper, burlap,
bags, barrels, tierces, etc., and should include supplies consumed in
the operation of the department, such as salt in the curing departments,
hardwood in the smoke house, etc.
The labor of receiving, storing and handling supplies should be
included in the labor charge against the respective departments.
Other Expenses:
Other expenses will include the plant direct expenses other than
labor and supplies and all indirect expenses. They have not been explained in detail here for the reason that the greater portion of them
will be indirect or distributive expenses, and no attempt has been made
in writing of the hog business to treat of the distribution of these expenses. The general subject of distribution of indirect expenses is
covered in a separate section, on expenses, for the reason that it affects
all parts of the business, cattle, calves, sheep, hogs, etc.
Other expenses as stated in these pages would include all plant
direct expenses other than labor and supplies and the proper proportion of all plant indirect expenses. It should cover power, heat, light,
refrigeration, liability insurance, teaming and drayage, icing and
freezer storage service, laundry, laboratory, yard expenses, insurance
and taxes, repairs, depreciation, plant protection, and plant administrative expenses.
General selling and administrative expenses should be charged
against merchandising departments for that proportion of their product which is sold: such charges should not be allocated against product
transfers from one department to another, as this would result in a
double charge against such product.
Operating Interest:
Operating interest should be charged against the various departments for the investment used in land, building, machinery, accounts
receivable and inventories.
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The land, buildings and machinery investment used by the various
departments is outlined for each department. The method of determining the amount of accounts receivable to be allocated against any
department is outlined in Part III above. Inventories in all cases
should include both product and supply. This item is not explained
for the various departments unless exceptions are to be noted.
Buying Expenses:
Buying expenses will appear only in the fresh pork or hog killing
and cutting accounts, except where a shipper pig department is carried, in which case a part of the buying expense should be charged
against the shipper pigs, the division being on a per head basis. Under
the head of buying expenses should be included buyers' salaries or commissions and expenses and all buying office expenses.
Departments Affecting Business of More Than One Slaughtering
Division
It is desirable wherever possible to have the departmentization of
a business so planned that a department handles product of only one
slaughtering division. In many cases, however, this may he found to be
impracticable because of the construction, and of the operations conducted in, the various plants. The more ordinary combinations appearing will be:—
The Fertilizer Department, which might handle tankage, blood,
and tank water from all slaughtering products
The Smoke-house Department, in which might be handled the
smoking of beef as well as hog products
Small Products Department, in which might be handled the
small products or offal from cattle, calves, sheep and hogs.
Lard Refinery, which often handles compound lard as well as
hog lard.
In laying out the plan for departmentizing of a business, it should
be borne in mind that it is not necessary to include in one department all
products, which might be handled in one section or part of the plant.
This might often be the case with the Refinery, handling compound lard
as well as hog lard. Here, separate departmental accounts may be
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carried, one for the lard and one for the compound. There is no difficulty in keeping record of the products separately, and the expenses of
the operation may be divided between these departmental accounts on
the basis of cwt. produced. This would provide separate departmental
results on each kind of lard.
Another example would be the smoke-house, where both beef products and pork products are handled. The expenses here, also, may be
divided on the basis of cwt. produced.
Where the operations of a plant include the slaughtering of cattle,
calves, and sheep as well as hogs, the Animal Fertilizer Department will
usually handle products coming from each one of these slaughtering
divisions. In such circumstances this department is usually treated
as a part of the cattle section and credit given to the other slaughtering
divisions for the value of products transferred from them. When
handled in this manner it is important to know that the other slaughtering divisions receive credit for the full value of their transfers to the
Animal Fertilizer Department.
In case only one small products department is operated, including
offal from all kinds of animals, it will usually be carried in the most
important slaughtering division. The credit given to the other
slaughtering divisions for small products transferred from them should
be at the full value for such products.
If desired, the results from these joint departments such as Animal
Fertilizer and Small Products above may also be divided periodically
between the various slaughtering divisions, from which the various
products came. Wherever such joint departments are operated, care
must be used to see that the transfers from the various slaughtering
divisions to these departments are on a full value basis in order that
the results shown for the various slaughtering sections will be the full
results from these operations.
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LIVE HOGS ACCOUNT
Charges
(1) Inventory of Live Hogs
Held Over
(2) Paid for Live Hogs Purchased
(3) Freight, Feed, Yardage,
etc.
(4)
(5)

Credits
(1) Inventory of Live Hogs
Held Over
(6) Live Hogs Sold or Shipped
Out
(7) Cost of Live Hogs Killed to
Hog Killing and Cutting
Department or Shipper
Pig Department
(9)
(10)

The purpose of this account is the accumulation and disposition of
the live cost of hogs killed within the period. If all purchases were
killed out regularly, the entire live cost might be charged directly to
Hog Killing and Cutting or to Shipper Pig Dept., but where hogs are
commonly held over, it is advantageous to carry this "Live Hogs Account" in which to accumulate all of the live cost items. This, when
credited with the closing inventory at the end of the period, will indicate the cost of live hogs slaughtered which should be charged to the
Hog Killing and Cutting Department and to the Shipper Pig Department.
No investment is used, consequently no interest is charged against
this department.
No expense should be charged against this department, except
freight, feed in transit, and yardage, which are added as a part of the
purchase cost of the live hogs. Expenses of holding after delivery to
company are Hog Killing and Cutting. Department charges.
The purpose of this account is to show disposition of the cost of the
live hogs purchased, and to enable a check of head and weights bought.
It should be so arranged as to show the Head, Weight, and Value.
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FRESH PORK DEPARTMENT
Charges

Credits

(1) Inventory of Product and
Supplies
(2) Cost of Live Hogs
(3) Purchases of Product
(4) Transfers from Cured Pork
(5) Transfers from S m o k e d
Pork
(6) Transfers from Lard Department
(7) Transfers from S h i p p e r
Pig Dept.
(8)
(9)
(21) Labor'
(22) Supplies
(23) Other Expenses
(24) Operating Interest

(1) Inventory of Product and
Supplies
(11) Sales of Product
(12) Transfers to Cured Pork
Dept.
(13) Transfers to Lard Department
(,14) Transfers to Shipper P i g
Dept.
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)

BALANCE N E T GAIN FOR PERIOD

BALANCE NET LOSS FOR PERIOD

This department is suggested for the Small Operator where it is
impractical or is not desired to keep the larger number of departments.
Any or all of the optional departments may be added as conditions
warrant and the more detailed information is wanted.
"Where only a few of the optional departments are provided for, it
is advisable to re-write these instructions as necessary for the internal
use of the company making such revision, so that the entries outlined
and the descriptive matter will be appropriate.
Scope of Department:
Where all hog slaughtering and fresh pork operations are to be
handled in one department, a "Fresh Pork Department" is suggested.
Its operations would include—
Buying
Dressing
Chilling
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Cutting
Trimming
Freezing and handling of pork cuts
Preparation of Pigs and Hogs shipped whole (except where
shipper pig department is carried)
P. S. Lard Rendering
Grease Rendering
Handling of Casings
Handling of Small Products (offal)
Production of Animal Fertilizer
Shipping and transferring product.
If desired some of these operations may be separated from this
Fresh Pork department and set forth in separate departments as outlined in the following pages.
This department may cover all operations above outlined, together
with the merchandising of all products.
Investment Used:
The fixed investment charged against this department as a basis
for computing operating interest and distributing plant expenses such
as taxes, insurance, depreciation, etc., should include all land, buildings,
machinery, equipment and tools used in conducting the operations outlined above.
Basis for Computing Weight Shrinks:
The basis for computing the weight results—% shrink—for this
department should be
the opening inventory raw stock
plus dressed weight
plus ½ purchases (if volume warrants)
less closing inventory raw stock.
Against this basis should be figured the weight of manufactured or
finished product going out of the department and the percentage shrink
arrived at.
The raw weight charges to this department will be the shrunk
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dressed weight, and the weight of pork cuts, trimmings and raw fats
purchased. Purchases of manufactured product such as lard, grease,
tankage, etc., should be excluded from raw weight charges and weight
basis.
Expense Basis:
The basis for computing per unit expenses for comparative purposes should be the dressed weight or head killed. If volume of purchased product is large, ½ of weight of such purchases may be included
in expense basis.
(1) Inventory of Product and Supplies—
Inventories of product in this department should be taken for
periodical closing on about the following basis:—
Hogs in Cooler should be inventoried at dressed weight and dressed
cost. If dressed weight includes heads and leaves, deduction
will be necessary for weight of head and leaf and dressed cost
will be increased accordingly.
Fresh Pork Cuts at actual weights and net market values.
Pork small products at boxed or actual weights and net market
price with proper differentials for packages.
Lard and grease at measured or tierced weights and net market
values.
Tankage at approximate weights and net market values of valuable
content.
Frozen Pork at weights into freezer and values in, plus carrying
charge, or market whichever is lower.
Pork Casings by count or weight, and at net market value.
Fats at actual weight and net market value based on estimated
yield of rendered product, tank expense deducted.
Trimmings, at actual weights and net market values.
Tank Water, at market value for valuable content.
Supplies should be inventoried by actual count, or from stock records, and valued at cost or market whichever is lower.
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(2) Cost of Live Hogs—
This will be the principal charge against the department. It represents the live cost of the hogs slaughtered as credited to the live hogs
account. The raw weight charge should be the shrunk dressed weight.
(3) Purchases of ProductPurchased product should be charged at weights paid for and
actual cost.
(4) Transfers from Cured Pork Depts—
Transfers of fats, bones, etc., from cellars, sent to the tanks should
be charged at actual weight and value based on market for estimated
yield of rendered product, tank expense deducted.
(5) Transfers from Smoked Pork Dept—
Transfers of fats or spoiled product from the smoke-house to the
tanks should be charged at actual weights and value based on market for
estimated yield of rendered product, tank expense deducted.
(6) Transfers from Lard Dept—
Transfers of cracklings, etc., to the tank or fertilizer should be
at actual weight and estimated value less expense.
(7) Transfers from Shipper Pig Dept.—
Pigs transferred to this department to be cut should be at dressed
weight and market value, based on value of various cuts, or at the
dressed cost.
(11) Sales of Product—
This department should be credited with all sales of product from
it at invoiced weights and values.
(12) Transfers to Cured Pork Dept—
Transfers of cuts to cellars for curing should be at finished weights
and net market values for various cuts and averages.
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(13) Transfers to Lard Department—
Transfers of P. S. lard should be at actual weights and net market
values. Transfers of fats should be at actual weights and value based
on market for estimated yield of rendered product, tank expense deducted.
(14) Transfers to Shipper Pig Dept—
Pigs transferred to Shipper Pig Department should be at dressed
weight and dressed cost.
(21) LaborAll labor expense incurred in operation of this department should
be charged to it. This will include labor of handling supplies. Where
practicable, labor costs should be shown by divisions. The following
should be included—
Dressing—from pens to coolers
Chilling and cutting
Trimming
Tank House
Fertilizer Section
Offal Handling
Casings, preparing and handling
Freezer Labor
Shipping and transferring.
(22) SuppliesShould include all supply expense in operation of department.
(23) Other expenses—
(24) Interest—
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HOG KILLING AND CUTTING DEPARTMENT
Charges
(1) Inventories of Product and
Supply
(2) Cost of Hogs from Live
Hog Acct.
(3) Purchases of Fresh Pork
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

(1)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)

(30)
(31)
(32)
(33)

Labor Expense
Supply Expense
Other Expenses
Operating Interest

BALANCE NET GAIN FOR PERIOD

(22)
(23)
(24)

C redits
Inventories of Product and
Supply
Transfers to Fresh Pork
Cuts Dept.
Transfers to Pork Small
Products
Transfers to Sweet Pickle
Dept.
Transfers to Dry Salt Dept.
Transfers to B a r r e l l e d
Pork
Transfers to Frozen Pork
Dept.
Transfers to Frozen-forCure
Transfers to Sausage Department
Transfers to Animal Fertilizer
Transfers to Casings
Transfers to Hog Hair
Transfers to P. S. Lard
Tanks
Transfers to Grease Tank
Dept.
Condemned Hogs

BALANCE NET LOSS FOR PERIOD

Scope of the Department:
This department comprehends the entire packer hog slaughtering
and cutting operations. It includes the following—
Buying
Driving
Penning
Killing
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Dressing
Chilling
Preparing and Chilling of offal
Cutting
Trimming
Re-trimming
Delivering Product to other departments.
Investment Used:
The fixed investment to be charged against this department as a
basis for computing operating interest and distributing insurance,
depreciation, plant protection, taxes, etc., should include—
Hog Pens
Runways
Killing Floor
"Warm Offal Floor
Cutting Room
Hog Cooler
Leaf Lard Cooler
Trimming Room
Pig Skin Room
Small Products Cooler (offal cooler)
Basis for Computing Weight Results:
Basis for computing shrink in the Hog Killing and Cutting Department should be—
Stock Debits
less closing inventory
less packer hogs transferred to shipper pig dept.
This stated otherwise would be as follows—
Opening inventory—
plus shrunk dressed weight of hogs slaughtered
plus packer hogs transferred from shipper pig dept.
less closing inventory
less packers transferred to shipper pig department.
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When P. S. lard tanks and grease tanks are carried in separate
departments as recommended here, and full weight credit given this
department for all transfers to the tanks, the only shrinks in this department will be cooler, and cutting shrinks. Cooler shrinks should be
allowed for in the dressed weights as explained in tests before.
Expense Basis:
The basis for computing per unit expenses for comparative purposes should be the dressed weight of hogs slaughtered. Some may
desire to compute expenses on the basis of the head killed.
(1) Inventories of Product and Supplies—
Inventories of product on hand in Hog Killing and Cutting Department should be taken at the close of each period. The principal items in
this inventory are—
Hogs hanging in the cooler
Fresh Pork Cuts not disposed of
Sundry small products not transferred
Supplies.
Dressed hogs in the cooler should be priced on the basis of cost.
These should be counted according to lots and the various lot costs
applied to those on hand.
Fresh Pork Cuts on hand in the department to be transferred
should be inventoried at actual weights and priced on the basis of the
net market value.
Pork Small Products on hand in the department should be inventoried at actual weights and priced at the present realizable market
value.
Supplies should be inventoried by taking an actual enumeration
and should be valued at cost or market, whichever is lower.
(2) Cost of Hogs from Live Hog Account—
This is the principal charge made against the Hog Killing and
Cutting Department and represents the live cost of hogs slaughtered
plus freight, feed, yardage, etc.
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The weight charged should he the shrunk dressed weight,—that is,
the warm weight as taken on the killing floor less an estimated weight
allowance determined by tests for moisture and shrink in chilling, and
also for tongues, kidneys and ham facings, if weighed with carcasses.
The Cooler shrink generally averages about 2½%.
(3) Purcheses of Fresh Pork (Green Meats)—
Where a pork re-handling department is not carried, Hog Killing
and Cutting Department should be charged with any green product
purchased at the weight paid for and at total cost. This would include
green product for sale as well as for cure.
The effect is to have the Hog Killing and Cutting Department
reflect the gain or shrink as compared to weight paid for.
(4) Transfers from Frozen-for-Cure Dept—
Where a frozen-for-cure department is operated for the purpose
of carrying cuts later to be transferred to the cellars, some of this
product may require re-trimming or re-cutting before sending to the
cellars. Some may prefer to transfer such product back to the Hog
Killing and Cutting Acct. for re-cutting or re-trimming before sending
it to the cellar.
However, if the volume of outside purchases and frozen-for-cure
product handled warrants, it is advisable to open up a "Pork Re-handling" Department as suggested in one of the later outlines. This
department would care for purchases of green pork and these transfers
from the frozen-for-cure department, and will save confusion in any of
the other departments which would otherwise be affected.
(10) Transfers to Fresh Pork Cuts Dept—
Pork Cuts to be marketed fresh should be transferred to the Fresh
Pork Cuts Department on a loose basis. That department will handle
the wrapping, packing and selling. These transfers should be at actual
weights and at net market values.
(11) Transfers to Pork Small Products Dept—
Transfers from the Hog Killing and Cutting Department to the
Pork Small Products (offal) department should be credited to the Hog
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Killing and Cutting Department at actual weights if included in the
dressed weight of the hogs. No weight credit, however, need be given
to the Hog Killing and Cutting Department for any other product
which is not included in the dressed weight of the hogs. If dressed
weights are taken with the head on: snouts, ears, etc., transferred to
the Pork Small Products Departments should be credited out of the
Hog Killing and Cutting Department at the actual weights.
The money values used on these transfers will be based on the net
market price for various products. Where transfers are by actual
weights, value is readily computed. On other products such as livers,
hearts, melts, etc., value will be computed on weights estimated by
tests, with proper allowance for proportion not saved.
(12) Transfers to Sweet Pickle Department—
This should include all Pork Products transferred to Sweet Pickle
department at actual weights and at net market value.
(13) Transfers to Dry Salt Department—
This should include all pork products transferred to Dry Salt Department at actual weights and at net market values.
(14) Transfers to Barrelled Pork Department—
This should include all pork products transferred to barrelled pork
department at actual weights and net market values.
(15) Transfers to Frozen Pork Dept—
This should include all pork products transferred to Frozen Pork
Department. Transfers should be made at actual weights and net
market values.
(16) Transfers to Frozen-for-Cure Dept—
This should include all pork cuts transferred to frozen-for-cure
department for carrying until ready to put into cure. Transfers should
be made at actual weights and at net market values.
(17) Transfers to Sausage Dept—
Will consist largely of trimmings and should be at actual weights
and at net market values at date of transfer.
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(18) Transfers to Animal Fertilizer Dept—
Consist of blood, tank water, tankage, etc. No weight credit should
be given to Hog Killing and Cutting Department for these transfers as
either the department is not charged for these elements, or has received
full weight credit as fats went to tanks.
The values used on these transfers should be the current value of
the ammonia and bone phosphate of lime contents as determined by a
series of tests. These tests should be checked from time to time.
Credit is not given to the lard or grease departments for the reason
that those departments are charged on the basis of the lard or grease
yield only. This entry is made between the hog killing and cutting
department and the Fertilizer Department direct.
(19) Transfers to Casings—
Transfers from the Hog Killing and Cutting Department, to the
Casing Department should be based on the value of the Casings saved.
Value of the various grades of casings per head killed can be determined
by deducting from the market value of the processed casings the average expense of manufacturing.
No weight credit should be given the hog killing and cutting for
the casings transferred as no weight charge has been made against the
department.
(20) Transfers to Hog H a i r Transfers of hair saved to a Hog Hair Department should be
priced at the approximate value per head, to be determined by deducting from the value of the processed hair the average expense of manufacture. No weight credit should be given to the Hog Killing and
Cutting Department for these transfers.
(21) Transfers to P. S. Lard Tanks—
P. S. Lard Tanks may be carried as a separate department and all
fats included in the dressed weight of the hogs credited to the hog
killing and cutting department at the full actual weight, and charged
to the tank at the same weight. Such fats as are not included in the
dressed weight of the hogs as, casing machine fats, gullets, etc., should
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not be credited in the Hog Killing and Cutting weights out, as they
are not charged to the department at all. They should be charged to
the tank at full weights, however.
The money value of all fats from slaughter and cutting should be
credited to the hog killing and cutting department and charged to P. S.
Lard tank, being computed on the basis of the actual or estimated
yield of lard in the tank at net market price for P. S. Lard less tank
expense.
(22) Transfers to Grease Tank Dept—
This department should be credited and the Grease Tank Department charged with the value of all inedible fats transferred including
such as: Pork Catch Basin Skimmings, Black Guts, Plucks, Livers,
Viscera, Bone Dust, Dead Hogs, etc. The value may be determined
on the basis of the estimated grease yield at the net market price for
respective grades of grease less tank expense. No weight credit should
be given the Hog Killing and Cutting Department for any such product
transferred except in case it is included in the dressed weight of hogs
charged to the Killing and Cutting Department.
(23) Condemned Hogs—
The Hog Killing and Cutting Department should receive credit
and the condemned hogs account be charged for the full dressed cost
of condemned carcasses. Head and weights should be recorded. Credit
should also be given to Hog Killing and Cutting Department for the
full market value of heads condemned and the condemned hogs account charged.
(30) Labor Expense—
The following description of labor expense chargeable to Hog
Killing and Cutting Department is stated in sections which may be
used in preparing payroll summaries and labor statements for use by
superintendent and operating departments. The basis for per unit
labor figures given applies only to labor statements. The basis for
stating comparisons of the hog killing and cutting department expense
as a whole is mentioned previously under paragraph on expense basis.
1. Driving and Penning—This should include all handling and
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care of hogs day and night from point of delivery by stock
yard drivers to delivery to the shackling pens in the slaughter house. Expense should be figured per head killed or per
cwt. dressed.
2. Dressing—All labor used in dressing hogs from the shackling
pens to the hanging floor or cooler. Expense should be figured per head killed or per cwt. dressed.
3. Guts—All labor including foremen, scalers, clerks, etc., from
time dropping by gutter. Expense should be figured per
head killed or per cwt. dressed.
4. Delays—In case of delay occurring to killing gang by breaking
of machinery or stopping of work, etc., where gang is paid
for such loss of time, this amount should be set up separate.
Expense should be figured per head killed or per cwt.
dressed.
The sum of the four foregoing items should represent the total
labor cost for killing packer hogs.
5. Hanging Cooler—This should include the expense of handling
hogs from point of delivery by killing gang at the completion
of their work into the coolers. It includes also any help employed in the hog coolers. Expense should be figured per
head total packers and shippers killed less condemned.
6. Leaf Lard Cooler—This covers the labor of taking lard from
trucks or trays as delivered into the department by offal
gang. It includes also taking off of racks, weighing, loading, shipping or delivering to any other department. Expense should be figured per head killed or per cwt. dressed.
7. Cutting—Expenses of all chopping, saw, or knife work on
hogs or marketable cuts. Includes all labor operations required in separating the hog carcass into parts for cure or
shipment. Includes any expense for movement of meats
or parts in the processes given and any mechanical or attendant labor on machinery or equipment. Should also include salaries of foremen, scalers, clerks, etc. Expense
should be shown per head cut and per 1,000 lbs. cut, figured
from dressed shrunk weight.
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8. Handling Trimmings—Expense of inspecting and preparing
lean trimmings or collecting and delivering trimmings from
cutting room to any department using same. Expense
should be figured per head cut.
9. Skinning and Saving Hog Skins—Basis per 1,000 lbs. skins
saved.
10. Unloading Outside Green Meats—This covers all expense of
unloading any green meat from outside sources. Expenses
should be figured per 1,000 lbs. unloaded invoiced weights.
(31) Supply Expenses—
(32) Other Expenses—
(33) Operating Interest —
CONDEMNED HOGS ACCOUNT.
Charges
(1) By Credits from Hog Killing and Cutting Department for Hogs Condemned or Passed for
Sterilization on the Killing Floor.
(2) By Credits to Hog Killing
and Cutting for Heads
Condemned and Sent to
Tanks.

Credits
(5) By Charges to Lard Tanks
for Sterilized Hogs and
Heads.
(6) By Charge to Other Departments for Sterilized Cuts
and Trimmings.
(7) By Charge to Grease Tanks
for Condemned Hogs and
Heads.
B A L A N C E LOSS FOr PERIOD
H O G S CONDEMNED

On

The purpose of this account is the accumulation of the losses from
hogs condemned or passed for sterilization. The items are charged
to this account at dressed value and credited out on the basis of the
yield of lard or grease.
Charges to this account should be separated as between hogs condemned and hogs passed for sterilization so that the disposition of
carcasses may be readily ascertained.
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This is simply a loss account and as such carries no inventories,
receives no expense charges, and uses no investment.
(1) Carcasses—
The principal charge will be for carcasses condemned or passed
for sterilization. These charges should be entered at dressed cost and
should show head and weight.
(2) Condemned Heads—
Charge should also be made for the full market value of heads
condemned or passed for sterilization. These charges should be divided
as between passed for sterilization and condemned. The entry should
show weight and value.
(5) Charges to Lard Tanks for Stetrilized Hogs and Heads—
Where carcasses or heads are passed for sterilization this account
should be credited and the lard tank charged on the basis of the yield
of Prime Steam Lard and at the net market value, less tank expense.
This yield can be determined only by series of tests, and check tests
should be made from time to time.
(6) By charges to other departments for Stetrilized Cuts and
Trimmings—
This account should be given credit for the current net market
value of any cuts and trimmings for sterilization transferred to other
departments.
(7) Charges to Grease Tanks for Condemned Hogs and Heads—
For carcasses and heads condemned for the grease tank credit
should be given to this account and charged to the grease tank department. This charge should be made at the full actual weight transferred into the grease tank and the value be based upon the estimated
yield of grease at the net market value, less tank expense. Frequent
test checks should be made.
Balance—
The debit balance appearing in this account will represent the loss
sustained on carcasses and heads condemned and passed for sterilization.
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FRESH PORK CUTS D E P A R T M E N T
Charges
(1) Inventory of Product and
Supplies.
(2) Transfers from Hog Killing
and Cutting Department.
(3) Transfers from F r o z e n
Pork Department.
(4)
(5)
(6)

(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)

Credits
(1) Inventory of Product and
Supplies.
(10) Sales of Fresh Pork Cuts.
(11) Transfers to Other Departments.
(12)
(13)
(14)

Labor.
Supplies.
Other Expenses.
Operating Interest.

BALANCE NET GAIN FOR PERIOD

BALANCE NET

Loss

FOR PERIOD

Scope of Department:
This department is suggested to handle the merchandising of fresh
pork, removing this element from the Hog Killing and Cutting Department and leaving that as an Internal Department showing only
the break-up of the Hogs. It will receive all cuts to be marked fresh
and wrap, pack, sell and ship them.
Fixed Investment:
The Fixed Investment charged against this department as a basis
for computing operating interest, and distributing plant expenses such
as taxes, protection, insurance, depreciation, etc., will include—
(a) Proportion of Land and Building Investment used in Holdover Cooler—Packing and Assembly Room—Shipping
Room.
(b) All Equipment in the Department.
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Weight Basis:
The basis for computing weight results for this department should
be the stock debits less closing inventory, which is opening inventory
plus transfers in less closing inventory.
Expense Basis:
The basis from computing per unit expenses for comparative purposes should be the cwt. handled: i. e., one-half weight-in plus one-half
weight-out.
(1) Inventories of Product and Supplies—
This department will carry its current supply of product on hand.
It should be inventoried at the close of each accounting period at actual
weights for loose product and marked weights for boxed product.
These inventories should all be valued on the basis of the net market
for such product, making proper differentials between loose and boxed
goods.
Supplies which will consist largely of wrapping and packing materials, should be inventoried by enumeration and listing and valued
at cost or market, which ever is lower.
(2) Transfers from Hog Killing and Cutting Department—
This will represent the principal charge against this department.
These transfers should be at actual weights—loose and at net market
values for loose product.
(3) Transfers from Frozen Pork Department—
In case product is transferred from the Freezer, such transfers
should be at weights-out of freezer and at net market values.
(10) Sales of Fresh Pork Cuts—
This is the principal outlet for this department. Credit should
be given here for all sales at invoiced weights and values.
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(11) Transfers to Other Departments—
At times product may have to be transferred from here to other
departments, as for cellars, etc., in which cases they should be at actual
weights and net market values.
(20) LaborTo this department should be charged all the labor expense of
receiving, handling and delivering product, which will include—
Receiving Product.
Handling in Hold-over Cooler.
Wrapping, Packing and Boxing.
Assembling.
Shipping.
Handling Supplies.
(21) Supplies—
(22) Other Expenses—
(23) Operating Interest—
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FROZEN PORK DEPARTMENT

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)

Charges
Inventories of Product.
Transfers from Hog Killing
and Cutting Department.
Transfers from Pork Small
Products.
Purchases of Frozen Pork.

Credits
(1 Inventories of Product.'
(6) Sales of Product.
(7) Transfers to Sausage Room
(8) Transfers to Fresh Pork
Cuts.
(9) Transfers to Other Departments.
(10)

Labor.
Supplies.
Other Expenses.
Interest.

BALANCE NET GAIN FOR PERIOD

BALANCE NET

Loss

FOR PERIOD

Scope of Department:
This department is really a subdivision of the Fresh Pork Cuts
Department. It is used for the purpose of carrying pork products
such as loins, shoulders, butts, and trimmings, and is separated from
the Fresh Pork Cuts Department in order that the results of that department may not be confused by losses or gains in market changes
of Frozen Products.
Product is usually marketed direct from this department, though
some may be transferred to other departments .
Trimmings may be carried in this department for the benefit of,
and later transferred to the sausage room or sold.
Investment Used:
There should be no charge against this department for the Fixed
Investment used, as the Freezer Investment will be considered as part
of the Freezer Storage Business and provision made accordingly in the
expenses of and charges for service of Freezer Storage.
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Weight Results:
The only shrink in this department should be the Freezer shrink
on loose goods. Boxed goods handled should be weighed in and boxes
marked, and will be transferred out at marked weight.
Expense Basis:
Basis for computing per unit expenses for comparative purposes
should be "weight handled" which is one-half of the weight-in plus
one-half of the weight-out.
Stock Records:
Stock records should be kept for the product handled in the frozen
pork department. The product transferred into this department should
be recorded by lots, showing for each lot the numbers, the date transferred, the average, number of pieces, and the total weight. Boxed
goods should be weighed, and weight and date stenciled before going
in, and are to be carried throughout the department at the marked
weights. As the product is transferred out and lots are cleaned up, the
book records should be adjusted and the weight results recorded. The
Stock Records should be checked against product on hand from time to
time.
(1) Inventory of Product—
Inventory of product carried in the Frozen Pork Department
should be prepared from stock records at the close of each period.
This should be taken at book weights and at approximate values in,
plus carrying expense or market if lower. Few supplies need be carried in this department as material and expenses of packing product
should be stood by the department ordering.
(2) Transfers from Hog Killing and Cutting Department—
The principal charge against this department will be for the transfers from hog killing and cutting department. These should be charged
at actual weight-in and at market values. The principal items transferred will be loins, butts, spareribs, trimmings, and similar cuts usually marketed fresh.
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(3) Transfers from Pork Small ProductsPork small products transferred into the Freezer from the small
products department may be carried in this department. Such transfers should be actual weight-in if loose, or at marked weights if boxed.
All should be valued on basis of market.
(4) Purchases of Frozen Pork Products—
Purchases of Frozen Product may be charged directly to this department. Actual weights paid for and actual cost should be charged.
(6) Sales of Product—
This department should receive credit for all product sold from it
at invoice weights and values.
(7) Transfers to Sausage Room—
When trimmings are carried for the benefit of the sausage room,
they should be transferred out to the sausage room at actual weights
and net market values.
(8) Transfers to Fresh Pork Cuts—
In case any product is transferred to Fresh Pork Cuts Department,
actual weights and net market values should be used.
(9) Transfers to Other Departments—
Should be at actual weights and at net market values.
(11) LaborAll labor incidental to delivery of Fresh Pork Product to the
freezer should be stood by the delivering department. Any labor
expense in connection with special handling in the freezer, or repacking product, etc., should be charged against this frozen pork department. Labor expense of receiving, piling in freezer and delivering
from freezer will be stood by freezer storage department as it is covered in the Freezer Storage rates,
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(12) Supply Expense—
There should be little, if any, supply expense charged against this
department as supplies used in packing product should be stood by
the department transferring the goods. Re-packing supplies will be
charged against this department.
(13) All Other Expenses—
The principal expense item to be charged against the Frozen Pork
Department will be the Freezer Storage Service. Personal property,
insurance and taxes and such other plant expenses will also be charged
against this department. Soiling and Administrative Overhead Expenses should be charged against such part of product as is marketed
out of this department but not on product transferred to other departments.

(14) Operating Interest—
Operating interest should be charged against this department for
investment in inventory and accounts. The fixed investment in the
freezer is a charge against the Freezer Storage business and should
be provided for in the rates charged for Freezer Storage Service.
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PORK CASING DEPARTMENT
Charges

Credits

(1) Inventories of Product and
Supplies.
(2) Green Casings transferred
from Hog Killing and
Cutting Department.
(3) Casings returned from Sausage Room.
(4) Purchases of Processed
Casings.
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

(1) Inventories of Product and
Supplies.
(10) Sales of Casings.

(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)

(11) Transfers to Sausage Room
(12)
(13)

Labor Expense.
Supply Expense.
All Other Expenses.
Operating Interest.

BALANCE NET GAIN FOR PERIOD

BALANCE NET LOSS FOR PERIOD

Scope of Department:
The operations of the casing department comprehend the preparation, handling and the merchandising of all hog casings, bungs, bladders and stomachs and linings when handled by the casing department.
Preparation starts with the pulling of casings and bungs, and include
trimming, stripping, soaking, inspecting, cleaning by hand or machinery, marking, salting, packing and shipping operations.
Investment Used:
The investment to be charged against this department as a basis
for computing operating interest and distributing insurance, depreciation, taxes, plant protection, etc., should include—
(a) Proportion of Land and Building Investment used in preparation room.
(b) Any Investment in holding and storage space.
(c) Sundry Items of Equipment,
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Expense Basis:
The basis for comparing per unit expenses should be the head
killed both packers and shippers less viscera condemned.
Stock Records:
Wherever possible stock records should be kept in the plant of
the quantities and the various kinds of casings handled. This will be
of material assistance in checking accounting department figures for
the department.
(1) Inventories of Product and Supplies—
Inventories of casings on hand should be taken by actual weight
or count and should be priced at net market value of processed casings.
If relatively substantial amount of casings are still in process, allowance should be made in inventory prices to cover expense of finishing
the processing.
Supply inventories should be taken by actual enumeration and
valued at cost or market, whichever is lower.
(2) Green Casings from Hog Killing and Cutting Department—
Production of green casings transferred to this department from
the Hog Killing and Cutting Department on about the following basis—
Little Guts
Basis Head Killed
Other Items, such as:
Bungs Guts
Middles
.Basis Pieces Saved
Bladders
Stomachs
Value used in transfers of little guts should be determined by deducting from the value of processed casings the average expense of
processing. The value of transfers for the other items should be figured by deducting from the value of processed casing the expense of
manufacturing and apply this to the proportion of product saved.
(3) Casings Returned from Sausage Room—
In case any casings are returned from the sausage room to the
Casing Department they should be taken up at the market value.
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(4) Purchases of Processed Casings—
This should be taken in at actual invoice quantities and values.
(10) Sales of Casings—
Should be credited to this department at invoice quantities and
values.
(11) Transfers to the Sausage Room—
This should be made at actual quantities and at net market values.
(20) Labor Expense—
This should include expense of pulling, stripping, soaking, handling through machine or cleaning by hand, inspecting, cleaning after
first and second salting, packing, weighing, marking, storing, shipping
or delivering to the other departments.
The expenses basis for labor statement should be the head of hogs
killed, packers and shippers included.
(21) Supply Expense—
This should include all material and supplies used in the processing, preparing, and packing for shipment all items handled in the casing department.
(22) Other Expense—
(23) Operating Interest—
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PORK SMALL PRODUCTS

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)

Charges
Inventory of Product and
Supplies.
Transfers from Hog Killing and Cutting Department.
Purchases of Product.
Transfers from Freezer.

Credits
(1) Inventory of Product and
Supplies.
(10) Sales of Small Products.
(11) Transfers to Frozen Pork.
(12) Transfers to Sausage Room
(13)
(14)
(15)

Labor.
Supplies.
Other Expense.
Operating Interest.

BALANCE NET GAIN FOR PERIOD

BALANCE NET

Loss

FOR PERIOD

The purpose of the department is the handling and merchandising
of small pork products (offal). This will include packing and shipping
of product. It should receive the product on chilled basis and will ship
both fresh and frozen.
If volume of frozen product warrants, such product may be transferred to Frozen Pork Department for carrying and when taken out
of Freezer transferred back to this department for sale. This will
eliminate speculative results from this department.
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Scope of Department:
The operation of this department should include the handling and
shipping of all fresh pork small products (offal). It should include
the following—
Heads and Parts
Livers
Melts
Kidneys
Plucks
Gall
Tongues
Check against your
Gall Stones
Production
Chitterlings
Statement
Tongue Trimmings
Giblet Meat
Gullet Meat
Weasand Meat
Liver Sweet Breads
Edible Blood
Pork Hearts
All Pork Glands
Etc.
These products should be transferred into this department from
the Hog Killing and Cutting Department at their market value less
expense of handling.
Investment Used:
The fixed investment charged against this department as a basis
for computing operating interest and distributing plant overhead expense should include—
(a) Proportion of Land and Building Investment used by the
Department.
(b) Equipment used in Handling.
Expense Basis:
The expense basis should be the Cwt. handled.
(1) Inventory of Product and Supplies—
Inventories of Product should be taken at the end of each account-
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ing period. Boxed goods on hand should be listed at marked weight,
loose goods on hand at actual weight. All should be valued at net
market price for such product, making allowance for loose goods.
Inventories of supplies on hand in the department should be
taken by actual enumeration and listing, and should be valued at cost
or market, whichever is lower,
(2) Transfers from Hog Killing and Cutting Department—
This will be the principal charge against the department and
should be made at the actual weights transferred or on the basis of the
estimated proportion of savings of offal, all at net market values for
such product, making allowance for expenses of handling. This department being credited with the realization on offal, the balance in
the department will represent the profit or loss over or under the
estimated savings and value of such product.
No weight charge should be made against this department and
no weight credit is to be given Hog Killing and Cutting Department
for such transfers except when included in dressed weights. A record
should, however, be kept in the department of the goods boxed each
day. This would show, date, product, net weight boxed, etc.
(3) Purchases of Product—
Small product purchases should be charged into this department
at the actual cost. Frozen small product purchased for carrying should
be charged against the Frozen Pork Department.
(4) Transfers from Frozen Pork Department—
When product is transferred to Freezer for carrying, it should
be transferred back to this department when taken out of freezer and
the sales made from this department. These transfers should be at
marked boxed weights and net market values.
(10) Sales of Small Products—
This department should receive credit for all sales of small products out of it at sold weights and values.
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(11) Transfers to Frozen Pork—
For all small products sent to the Freezer for carrying a transfer should be made from this department to the Frozen Pork Department. This transfer should be at net boxed weights and at net market
value for such product.
(12) Transfers to Sausage Room—
For any product transferred from the Pork Small Product Departments to the sausage department credit should be given to this
department at the net boxed weights or actual weights if loose. These
transfers should be valued at the net market value for such products.
(20) Labor Expense—
The labor expense charged against this department should begin
with the receipt of the chilled product, and will include all labor of—
"Wrapping,
Packing,
Receiving Purchased Product,
Shipping,
Transferring to Other Departments.
(21) Supplies—
(22) Other Expense—
(23) Operating Interest—
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PORK RE-HANDLING DEPARTMENT.
Charges
(1) Inventory of Product.
(2) Purchases of Product.
(3) Transfers from Frozen-forcure.
(4)
(5)
(6)
(21)
(22)
(23)
(24)

Labor.
Supplies.
Other Expenses.
Operating Interest.

BALANCE NET GAIN FOB PERIOD

Credits
(1) Inventory of Product.
(11) Transfers to Cellars.
(12) Transfers to Tanks.
(13) Transfers to Sausage Room
(14)
(15)

BALANCE NET

Loss

FOB PERIOD

Where a large volume of product is purchased which needs trimming or re-cutting before going to cure, it may be advisable to open a
department for such operations as above outlined. Product from
freezers requiring trimming or re-cutting before going to cellars may
also be handled in this department.
This not only enables close supervision over these operations, but
also keeps these elements out of the curing departments, or the Hog
Killing and Cutting Department where they would otherwise appear.
Expense Basis:
Expense basis should be cwt. produced.
(1) Inventories—
Should be at actual weights and net market values.
(2) Purchases of ProductShould be charged at weights received and actual cost.
(3) Transfers from Frozen-for-cure—
Should be at weights out of Freezer and net market value for such
product.
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(11) Transfers to Cellars—Should be at actual weight and net market values for different cuts
and averages.
(12) Transfers to TanksFats, bones, etc., transferred to the tanks should be at actual
weights out, and at values based on market for estimated yield of
rendered product, tank expense deducted.
(13) Transfers to Sausage RoomTrimmings transferred to sausage room should be at actual weight
and net market values.
(14) Transfers to other departments—
Should be at actual weights and net market values.
(21) Labor—
(22) Supplies—
(23) Other Expenses—
Should cover proper proportion of plant expenses incurred by
this department. No selling or general administrative expense should
be charged as this is solely an internal department.
(24) Operating Interest—
Should be computed on fixed investment and inventories only.
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GREASE TANK DEPARTMENT

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)

Charges
Inventory of Product and
Supplies
Transfers from Hog Killing and Cutting Department
Charges from Condemned
Hog Account
Purchases of Inedible Fats
Transfers from Cattle, Calf
and Sheep Departments
Transfers from Miscellaneous Departments

(1)
(10)
(11)
(12)

Credits
Inventory of Product and
Supplies
Sales of Grease
Transfers to Miscellaneous
Depts.
Transfers to Fertilizer

(13)
(14)
(15)

Labor
Supplies
Other Expenses
Operating Interest

BALANCE NET GAIN FOB PERIOD

BALANCE NET

Loss

FOR PERIOD

Scope of the Department:
In this department should be handled the rendering of grease together with the disposition of the grease and transfer of tankage. Its
operations should include the rendering of fats in the tank, running of
grease, dumping of tankage and tank water, settling tank water, skimming of dump boxes, running tank water to storage, pressing of tankage
and delivering to fertilizer, tiercing of grease, storage of grease, and
transferring or shipping grease. Skimming of hog house catch basins
may also be handled by this department.
Investment Used:
The investment charged against this department as a basis for
computing operating interest and distributing indirect plant expense
such as insurance, taxes, plant protection, etc., should include the
following:
(a) Proportion of land and building value used by department
(b) Rendering tanks, dump boxes, settling tanks, presses, storage tanks, pumps, and all equipment.
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Expense Basis:
Basis for computing per unit expense in this department should be
the cwt. grease produced.
Stock Record:
It is advisable to keep in the plant, stock records for the grease
tank, showing the transfers and purchases of various products weight
of which are recorded as put into the tank, and showing the weights
of grease production drawn out of each cooking. From such records
as this the weekly transfers can readily be prepared for the office and
yields of various lots may be checked as occasion requires.
(1) Inventory of Product and Supplies—
Periodical inventories of the grease in the department should be
taken by measurement of grease in tanks, and at actual weight of tierced
grease. Value of these inventories should be based on the market for
the respective grades of grease, making appropriate allowance for
transportation differentials and loose or tierced differentials.
Supplies carried should be inventoried by actual enumeration and
listing and should be valued at cost or market, which ever is lower.
(2) Transfers from Hog Killing and Cutting Department—
The grease tank should be charged and the Hog Killing and Cutting Department credited for all inedible fats coming to the tank from
the killing and cutting department. This will include among other
things, pork catch basin skimmings, blackguts, plucks, livers, viscera,
bonedust, dead hogs, etc.
This department should be charged with the grease value of the
product taken into it less tank expense. Product from killing may be
computed on basis of head killed. Product from cutting and other
departments should be transferred at actual weights.
(3) Charges from Condemned Hog Account—
Hogs condemned for the grease tanks should be charged against
the condemned hog account at dressed weights and full dressed cost,
thus relieving the hog killing and cutting department. Then when
transferred to grease tank, condemned hog account should be credited
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and the grease tank department charged for such carcasses at dressed
weights and at the estimated yield of grease at the net market price for
grease less tank expense. The yield figures used in valuing these
transfers should be tested out frequently.
(4) Purchases of Inedible Fats—
Any inedible facts purchased for the grease tank should be charged
into this department on the basis of actual weight and at the actual cost.
If possible these fats should be rendered in separate lots and entries
made on the stock record so that yield and profit or loss may be checked.
Where a considerable volume of outside fats is handled, it is
usually advisable to base the charges for such fats to this department
on the basis of their actual weights and estimated grease yield at current market after these fats have been sorted and graded. Also in
some cases where tank capacity is available these operations may be
handled as a separate department entirely.
(5) Transfers from Cattle, Calf and Sheep Departments—
Where inedible fats and condemned carcasses are transferred from
the cattle, calf and sheep departments to this grease tank they should
be charged in on basis of estimated grease yield at net market value
less tank expenses. Killing fats will be valued on basis of head killed.
Other fats may be weighed. If beef tallow is transferred over the
charge should be the actual weight and at the net market value.
(6) Transfers from Miscellaneous Departments—
Any transfers of spoiled goods or scraps, or cleanings, or catchbasin skimmings from miscellaneous departments, into this tank should
be charged at the actual raw weight-in, as nearly as possible, and on
the estimated yield basis using net market values for grease less tank
expense. Allowance for water and moisture may be made as found
necessary.

(10) Sales of Grease—
This department should be credited with all sales of grease made
out of it at actual sales weight and invoice values.
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(11) Transfers to Miscellaneous Departments—
Any transfers of grease to miscellaneous operating departments
on the plant, such as soap department, should be at actual transfer
weights and net market values.
(12) Transfers to Fertilizer Dept—
No book transfer is necessary for tankage and tank water to fertilizer as the fertilizer department receives a direct charge from the
killing departments for these elements.
(20) Labor—
The grease tank should be charged with all labor of—
Operation of Tanks
Running off grease
Dumping of Tankage
Settling of tank water
Skimming of Dump Boxes
Transferring Tank Water to Storage
Pressing Tankage and transferring to Animal Fertilizer
Transferring Grease
Tiercing Grease
Shipping Grease
Skimming of catch basins.
(21) Supplies—
The supply charge against the grease tank department should include all supplies used in the operation of the department, press cloths,
tierces, etc.
(22) Other Expenses—
(23) Operating Interest—
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ANIMAL FERTILIZER DEPARTMENT

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(21)
(22)
(23)
(24)

Charges
Inventory of Product and
Supplies
Charges from Hog Killing
Charges from Other Killing
Operations
Charges f r o m Rendering
Dept.
Purchases of Product
Labor
Supplies
Other expenses
Operating Interest

BALANCE NET GAIN FOB PERIOD

Credits
(1) Inventory of Product and
Supplies
(11) Sales
(12) Transfers to Animal Food
Dept.
(13)
(14)
(15)

BALANCE NET

Loss

FOB PERIOD

Where the plant operation consists only or mainly of hog slaughter,
it may be desired to handle the animal fertilizer operation as a part of
the hog business. This may be operated as a part of the fresh pork
department in small plants, but wherever practical it should be handled
as a separate department.
In plants where the principal operation is cattle slaughtering,
animal fertilizer operations are usually handled as a part of the cattle
business and credit given to the hog business for any elements transferred from hog killing to this department in the same manner that
cattle business should be given credit for any elements transferred
when the animal fertilizer department is handled as a part of the hog
business.
Scope of the Department:
The operation of this department should include all manufacturing
and processing operations, handling and marketing of animal fertilizer
products, such as—
(a) The drying, grinding and marketing of blood
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(b) Preparation, drying, grinding and marketing of all tankage
(c) Evaporation, drying, grinding and marketing of tank
water from rendering, cook water, catch basin waste, etc.
(d) Preparing, drying, grinding and mixing hog hair where
used as tankage instead of being saved and cured.
Investment Used:
The fixed investment charges against this department as a basis for
computing operating interest and distributing plant overhead expenses
should include:—
(a) Proportion of land and buildings investment used by the
department
(b) All equipment used in manufacturing, packing and shipping product, such as dryers, grinders, evaporators, bagging machines, trucks, etc.
Expense Basis:
Basis for computing per unit expenses for comparative purposes
should be the tons produced.
Stock Records:
Stock records should be kept for the product handled in this department, showing the production, transfers, and shipments of the various
grades of product.
(1) Inventory of Product and Supplies—
Inventories of animal fertilizer on hand should be taken by measuring quantities of loose stock and enumerating bagged goods. These
should be checked against stock records. Values used should be the
net market for various grades of product.
Supplies on hand should be inventoried by enumeration and listing
or taken from stock records, if reliable, and should be valued at cost or
market, which ever is lower.
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(2) Charges from Hog KillingCredits should be given to the fresh pork or hog killing and cutting
department for the following elements transferred to this department—
Blood
Tankage
Tank Water
Hog Hair Tankage
Hoofs
All of these charges are usually made on the basis of 1,000 pounds of
live hogs killed. No weight entries are recorded. The values used will
be the net market value of the valuable content as estimated from tests.
The accuracy of these tests should be checked from time to time.
In case hair is being saved, the screenings should be sent to this
department and charged to it on the basis of the weight transferred.
In some cases hoofs will be charged to the department on the basis
of cwt. transferred to it.
(3) Charges from Other Killing Operations—
Where killing operations other than hog slaughtering are carried
on and this department is operated as a part of the hog business, credits
must be given to the other slaughtering departments for elements transferred from them to this animal fertilizer department. These transfers
will include blood, tankage, tank water, catch basin waste, from cattle,
calf, sheep, and poultry slaughter; they will also include horns, bones
and hoofs from cattle slaughter, and bone meal, if produced. The
values credited to these various slaughtering operations and charged to
this department must of necessity be determined by tests, and will
usually be based on the cwt. slaughtered, of each class of animals. It
is very important that these tests should be checked frequently and
their accuracy determined, as incorrect transfer bases will affect the
result of the hog business, and other slaughtering sections as well.
(4) Charges from Rendering Department—
In case a large volume of product is sent to the tanks from other
than the killing and cutting department, it may become advisable to
extend to such other departments credit for the fertilizer elements
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which will be transferred from the tanks to the animal fertilizer department. The value of the tank water and tankage element in such transfer
will have to he determined by tests, and these approximate values applied against such transfers.
(5) Purchases of Product—
Any product purchases should be charged against this department
at actual cost, weight charge to be made for finished product only.
(11) Sales—
This department should receive invoice weight and value credits
for all sales of product made from it.
(12) Transfers to Animal Food Department—
Transfers of product from this department to the animal food
department should be at actual weights and at net market values, for
such product, the same as though it were sold.
(21) Labor—
This should include all labor incurred in the operations outlined
above. It will cover receiving of products from killing floor and tank
houses, operation of evaporators, dryers, grinders, mixers, etc., storing,
packing and shipping.
(22) Supplies—
(23) Other Expenses—
(24) Operating Interest—
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PRIME STEAM LARD DEPARTMENT
Charges
(1) Inventory of Product and
Supplies
(2) Transfers from Hog Killing and Cutting Department
(3)
(4) Purchases of F a t s
(5) Charges for S t e r i l i z e d
Hogs
(6) Transfers Miscellaneous
(7)
(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)
(24)
(25)

Credits
(1) Inventory of Product and
Supplies
(10 Transfers to Refinery
(11) Sales of P . S. Lard
(12) Transfers to Fertilizer
(13)
(14)
(15)

Labor
Supplies
Other Expenses
Operating Interest

BALANCE N E T GAIN F O E PERIOD

BALANCE N E T

Loss FOR PERIOD

Scope of Department:
In this department should be handled the rendering of edible pork
fats into P. S. Lard and the disposition of the same. Its operations
should include:—
Inspection of Fats
Rendering of Fats in Tanks
Running Off Lard
Dumping of Tankage and Tank Water
Settling of Tankage and Tank Water
Skimming of Dump Boxes
Running Tank Water to Storage
Pressing Tankage and Dumping into Carts for Fertilizer
Storing of Lard
Tiercing of Lard
Transferring Lard to Refinery
Shipping P. S. Lard
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Investment Used:
The fixed investment charged against this department as a basis
for computing operating interest, and distributing indirect plant expenses, such as insurance, taxes, plant protection, etc., should include
the following:—
Proportion of Land and Building value used by the Department
Rendering Tanks
Dump Boxes
Settling Tanks
Presses
Storage Tanks
All Equipment.
Weight Basis:
Weight basis should be the raw weight-in.
Expense Basis:
Basis for computing per unit expenses of this department should
be the cwt. lard produced.
Stock Records:
It is advisable to keep in the plant stock records showing transfers
of various fats to the tank, the weights of lard produced, and the transfers out of the department and sales. From these records transfers
can be readily reported to the office.
(1) Inventory of Product and Supplies—
Periodical inventories of lard in this department should be taken
by measurement of lard in tanks (checking same to stock books) and by
book weights of tierced lard checked against stock. These inventories
should be priced on the net market for Prime Steam Lard, making
appropriate allowances for transportation differentials, and loose or
tierced differentials.
Supplies carried should be inventoried by actual enumeration,
and valued at cost or market, whichever is lower.
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(2) Transfers from Hog Killing and Cutting Department—
This will be the principal charge against the department and
will include:
Killing Fats.
Cutting Fats
Casing Machine Fats
Heads and Skulls
Gullets, etc.
Scrap Lard.
It is recommended that full actual weights be credited to the Hog
Killing and Cutting Department for all transfers of product to the P.
S. Lard tanks when such product is included in the dressed weight
of hogs charged against such hog killing and cutting department. For
such as casing machine fats, gullets, etc., which are not included in
the dressed weight no weight credit should be allowed.
The weight charge against this P. S. Lard tank department should
be the full raw weight of all fats transferred in. Where impractical
to ascertain weights of killing fats, these may be estimated on basis
of head or cwt. killed, as determined by tests. Weight allowances may
be made for water in fats where necessary.
The money value of the transfers should be based on the estimated
yield at the net market price for P. S. Lard less tank expense.
(4) Purchase of Fats—
Where fats are purchased for tanks the charges to this department
should be the weights received and actual cost.
(5) Charges for Hogs and Heads passed for Sterilization—
This department should be charged for such carcasses as are
tanked at dressed weights and on the basis of the estimated yield of
lard at the market less tank expense. The yields used in these transfers should be tested out frequently.
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(6) Transfers Miscellaneous—
Any miscellaneous transfers in from other department should be
at raw weights and on the basis of estimated yield at the current net
market value less tank expense.
(10) Transfers to Refinery—
P. S. Lard transferred from this department to the refinery should
be at the actual tank scale or tierced weights and at net market for
P. S. Lard.
(11) Sales of P. S. L a r d Should be credited at actual sold weights and invoiced values.
(12) Transfers to Fertilizer Department—
This department should receive no credit from transfers to Fertilizer Department of tankage and tank water. The reason is that this department is charged for all transfers in on the basis of the lard value.
No charge is made for tankage or tank water element. Therefore, as
these products are transferred from the tank house to the Fertilizer
Department credit should be given to the Hog Killing and Cutting Department, but in any case no weight or value credit should be given
the Prime Steam Lard Department.
(20) Labor—
The labor charge against this department should include all labor
of inspecting and weighing fats, operation of tanks, drawing lard,
dumping, skimming, pressing, weighing, tiercing and shipping.
(21) SuppliesSupplies charged should include all supplies used in operation of
this department, press cloths, tierces, etc.
(22) Other Expenses—
(23) Operating Interest—
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P. S. LARD STORAGE

Charges
(1) Inventory of Product and
Supplies.
(2) Transfers from P. S. Lard
Department.
(3) Purchases.
(4)
(5)

(21)
(22)
(23)
(24)

Credits
(1) Inventory of Product and
Supplies.
(11) Transfers to Lard Department.
(12) Sales of Product.
(13)
(14)
(15)

Labor.
Supplies.
Other Expenses.
Operating Interest.

BALANCE NET GAIN FOR PERIOD

BALANCE NET

Loss

FOR PERIOD

Where large stocks of P. S. Lard are carried it may be desirable to
open a storage account for it so that speculative results will not be confused with current operations. Inventories should be at cost plus carrying charges or net market whichever is lower. Transfers to storage
should be at actual weights and net market values. Purchases should
be charged at weights paid for and actual cost. Transfers out of the
department should be at actual weight and net market value. Sales
should be credited at sold weights and values.
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REFINED LARD
Charges
(1) Inventory of Product and
Supplies.
(2) Transfers from P . S. Lard
Department.
(3) Transfers from Hog Killing and Cutting Department.
(4) Purchases from Outside.
(5)
(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)

Credits
(1) Inventory of Product and
Supplies.
(10) Transfers to P . S. Lard Department.
(11) Sales.

Labor Expense.
Supplies.
Other Expenses.
Operating Interest.

BALANCE NET GAIN FOR PERIOD

BALANCE NET LOSS FOR PERIOD

Scope of the Department:
In the lard refinery department is handled the refining of Prime
Steam Lard. In this department other brands of lard such as rendered
in open kettles may be handled. This would include pumping of lard,
refining, chilling, rolling, filling, and shipping. When volume warrants
and it is desired, neutral lard and kettle rendered lard departments
may be opened and operated on about the same lines as outlined here.
Investment Used:
The investment which should be charged against this department
as a basis for computing interest and distributing expenses such as
depreciation, insurance, taxes, plant protection, etc., should include
the following:
Proportion of land and building value occupied by the department.
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Pumping Machinery.
Tanks and Kettles.
Filter and Rolls.
Trucks.
Scales.
All other machinery and equipment used exclusively.
Weight Results (Gain or Shrink) :
The basis for computing weight results in this department should
be raw weight used.
Expense Basis:
The basis for computing per unit expenses for comparative purposes should be cwt. lard produced.
Stock Records:
Stock records should be kept recording the product handled in the
department. As this department produces various kinds of lard it is
essential to keep records in such a manner that production of various
grades can be compared with raw weigths used to determine yields
and total production.
(1) Inventory of Product and Supplies:
Inventory of Lard Refinery products should be taken from stock
books or from actual inventories. Values should be net market value
of such product. Supplies should be inventoried by an actual enumeration of those on hand or taken from stock records and valued at cost
or market, whichever is lower.
(2) Transfers in from P. S. Lard Department:
The principal charge against this department will be P. S. Lard
transferred to it from P. S. Lard Department. These transfers should
be at actual weight-in and at net market value for such product.
(3) Transfers from Hog Killing and Cutting Department:
Consist of leaf lard, back fat, etc., which should be charged to refinery at actual weight-in and valued on estimated yield basis of such
product in P. S. Lard at net market value less rendering expenses.
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(4) Purchases from Outside:
Should be charged to this department at actual weight received and
amount paid for.
(10) Transfers to Prime Steam Lard Department:
Cover cracklings or scrap lard which should be charged back to
P. S. Lard at actual weight if possible and at estimated yield of lard at
net market value.
(11) Sales of Refined Lard:
This should include sales of all product out of lard refinery at
sold weights and values.
(20) Labor Expense—
The labor charged against refinery department is given below in
sections. These may be used to indicate divisions of the payroll for the
purpose of preparing labor statements for operating departments, etc.
The expense basis mentioned below should be used only for the purpose
of the labor statement. The general expense basis for the department
is mentioned above under the head of expense basis:
1. Manufacturing—Should include all labor involved in the manufacturing of refined lard and unloading products purchased
and the handling of supplies. These sections perform all
labor up to the point of putting the lard over the rolls ready
to fill. Expense basis should be 1,000 pounds manufactured.
2. Filling and Shipping Woodenware—This section represents
expense of filling and shipping refined lard in tierces, barrels, half barrels, and tubs of all sizes. Expense basis should
be per 1,000 pounds shipped.
3. Filling and Shipping Tinware—Should represent filling tins
and casings or crating same and shipping and loading. Expense to be figured at 1,000 pounds shipped.
(21) Supply Expense—
Refinery should be charged with all supplies used in shipping and
in manufacturing refined lard.
(22) Other Expenses—
(23) Operating Interest—
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NEUTRAL LARD DEPARTMENT

(1)
(2)
(3)
(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)

Charges
Inventory of Product and
Supplies.
Transfers from Hog Killing
and Cutting Department.
Purchases of Fats.
Labor.
Supplies.
Other Expenses.
Operating Interest.

BALANCE NET GAIN FOB PERIOD

Credits
(1) Inventory of Product and
Supplies.
(10) Sales of Neutral Lard.
(11) Transfers.

BALANCE NET

Loss

FOR PERIOD

If Volume warrants and it is desired the rendering of Neutral
Lard may be handled in a separate department as outlined above. It
should receive the raw product from the Hog Killing and Cutting Department at full raw weight, and at net market for raw leaf lard. Other
fats would be on basis of P. S. Lard tank value.
Its operations should include rendering, holding, selling and shipping product. It should be charged its proportion of plant expenses
and proportion of selling and general administrative expense.
Accounting will be similar to that for P. S. Lard departments.
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KETTLE RENDERED LARD DEPARTMENT
Charges
(1) Inventory of Product and
Supplies.
(2) F a t s from Killing and Cutting Departments.
(3) Purchases of F a t s .
(20) Labor.
(21) Supplies.
(22) Other Expenses.
(23) Operating Interest.
BALANCE N E T GAIN FOR PERIOD

Credits
(1 Inventory of Product
Supplies
(10) Sales of Lard

BALANCE N E T

and

Loss FOR PERIOD

Where volume warrants and it is desired, a kettle rendered lard
department may be opened up as above outlined. It should be charged
with full weight of raw fats, and at net market for raw leaf lard.
Other fats would be valued on the P. S. Lard Tank Basis.
It should cover all operations, rendering, packing, selling and shipping. Will carry its own inventories, and be charged proper proportion of all plant, selling and administrative expenses. Should be
charged interest for fixed investment used, inventories and accounts.
CURED PORK DEPARTMENT
It is recommended where volume warrants that separate departments be carried for Sweet Pickle and Dry Salt Pork Products.
The operations carried out in the two departments are so distinctly different that a combination into one department is likely to
result in confusing the important points which the departmental results
should bring out clearly, as, for instance, gain or shrink, labor costs,
etc.
However, should it be desired to combine these, the basis for doing
so may be taken from the outline of either department, which is written
in sufficient detail so that the only changes necessary will be in description.
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FROZEN FOR CURE D E P A R T M E N T
Charges

Credits

(1) Inventories of Product
(2) Transfers from Hog Killing
and Cutting Department
(3) Purchases of Product
(4)
(5)
(11) Labor
(12) Supplies
(13) Expenses
(14) Operating Interest

(1) Inventories of Product
(6) Transfers to Hog Killing
and Cutting Department
or Pork Rehandling Department
(7) Sales or Shipments of Product
(8) Transfers to Cellars
(9)
(10)

BALANCE N E T GAIN FOR PERIOD

BALANCE NET

Loss FOR PERIOD

Scope of the Department:
This department is used for the holding or carrying of product
which is later to be put into cure. It should not include any product
put into freezer for storage after curing. Its advantage is that it
keeps market gains and losses on storage product out of the pork departments where they would otherwise appear and whose function is to
care for current business.
Investment Used:
This department will be charged regular rates by the Freezer
Storage Department for freezer services and consequently charges for
the Freezer Investment should be made against Freezer Storage and
taken care of in the charge for Freezer Storage services. No charge
for Fixed Investment will appear against this department.
Weight Results:
Product taken into this department should be charged at green
weight-in and it should be transferred out at Frozen "Weights, leaving
the Freezer Shrink in this department. The basis for computing the
shrink should be "Stock Debits Less Closing Inventory," which, stated
otherwise is:
Opening Inventory Weight
Plus Transfers-In
Plus Purchases-In
Less Closing Inventory Weight.
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Expense Basis:
The basis for computing per unit expenses for comparative purposes should be the "Weight Handled," which is one-half of the weightin plus one-half of the weight-out.
Stock Records:
Stock records should be kept for the product handled in the Frozenfor-Cure Department. The product transferred into the department
should be recorded by lots, showing for each lot the number, the date
put in, the average weight, the number of pieces, and the total weight.
As product is transferred out and these lots are cleaned up, the book
records should be adjusted and the weight result recorded.
The stock records should be checked against the stock from time
to time.
(1) Inventories of Product—
Inventories of the Frozen-for-cure Department for periodical closings should be taken from the stock or book records. Book weights
and put in values plus carrying charges, or market which ever is lower,
should be used.
No supplies should be carried in the Frozen-for-cure Department,
as material and expenses for packing and re-packing product should be
stood by the department ordering such work. This is simply a carrying
or holding department.
(2) Transfers from Hog Killing and Cutting Department—
Transfers of product from Hog Killing and Cutting Department
to the Frozen-for-cure Department will consist largely of joints and
bellies. These should be transferred into the freezer at actual weights
and at market values for such product. These transfers-in should
be kept separate by lots and each lot going in recorded in the stock
records of the Frozen-for-cure Department.
(3) Purchases of Product—
Purchases of green product to be put into the Frozen-for-cure
Department should be taken into this department at actual weights-in
and invoice costs. Any unusual discrepancies between invoice weights
and received weights should be subject to claim.
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(6) Transfers to Pork Re-Handling Department—
Where product in freezer has to be trimmed or re-cut before
going to cellars it is advisable to transfer it to pork rehandling department. If such department is not operated transfer will be to
killing and cutting department. This transfer should be based on frozen
weights and net market values. Transferring in this manner has the
effect of removing thawing shrink and expense and the trimming shrink
and expense from the frozen-for-cure department. Product not requiring trimming or re-cutting should be transferred direct to cellars.
(7) Sales or Shipments of Product—
In case product is sold from this Frozen-for-cure Department,
credit should be given for such sales at frozen weights and at sales
value.
(8) Transfers to Cellars—
These transfers should be at frozen weight and net market values.
Product requiring trimming or cutting should be transferred to pork
re-handling department and from there to cellars.
(11) Labor—
The only labor charge against this department should be special
handling not covered in the regular storage rates for freezer services
and delivery to department taking the product. Per unit labor expense
basis is 1,000 lbs. handled.
(12) SuppliesThere should be very few, if any, supply charges against Frozenfor-cure Department as re-packing expenses should be charged against
the department ordering same.
(13) Expense—
The principal expense item charged against the Frozen-for-cure
Department will be the freezer storage charge, which covers the freezer
service. Personal property insurance and taxes and such other plant
expenses will also be charged against this department. Selling and
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administrative overhead expense will be charged only where product
is sold out of the department and then only on such outside sales.
(14) Operating Interest—
Operating interest should be charged against this department only
on the basis of inventory, except where sales are made from the department, in which case accounts receivable should be included. The
fixed investment is considered as part of the freezer storage business
and no charge is made for its use other than the charge for freezer
service.
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SWEET PICKLE PORK DEPARTMENT

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Charges
Inventories of Product and
Supplies
Cuts Transferred in from
Hog Killing and Cutting
Department.
Purchases of Cured Pork
Cuts.
Transfers from Dry Salt
Department.
Transfers from Frozen-forcure or Pork re-handling.

Credits
(1) Inventories of Product and
Supplies
(11) Transfers to Smoke House
(12) Transfers to Boiled Ham
Department
(13) Transfers Trimmings to
Lard Tank
(14) Sales of Sweet Pickle Products

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)

Labor Expense
Supply Expense
All Other Expenses
Operating Interest

BALANCE NET GAIN FOR PERIOD

BALANCE NET

Loss

FOR PERIOD

Scope of Department:
In the Sweet Pickle Pork Department is handled all pork products
which are cured in pickle.
This would include curing of hams, picnics, bellies, shoulders,
butts, English meats, etc. The operations of the department would
comprehend:
Receiving of the Product
Put Down
Overhauling
Shipping
Converting
Stringing and Branding for Shipment Only
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Transferring to Freezer
Unloading Outside Purchases
Export Packing and Export Shipping
In some cases barrelled pork is handled in the Sweet Pickle Department, in which instance to the operations above should be added
the following in connection with barrelled pork:
Put Down
Re-packing
Overhauling
Shipping
Unloading Outside Purchases.
The fatting and boning of hams for the ham boiling department
may also be handled in the department.
Investment Used:
The investment which should be charged against this department
as a basis for computing operating interest and distributing expenses
such as depreciation, insurance, taxes, plant protection, etc., should
include the following:
Proportion of land and building value occupied by the. dept.
Pumps
Refrigeration Equipment
Tables
Trucks
Scales
Curing Vats
Tierces
All other machinery and equipment used exclusively.
Weight Results:
The basis for computing weight results in this department should
be stock debits less the closing inventory. Otherwise stated this is:
The opening inventory
plus the transfers and purchases in
less closing inventory.
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Expense Basis:
The basis for computing per unit expenses for comparative purposes should be one-half of green weight put-down, plus one-half of
weight cured product bought, plus one-half of weight of sales or transfers.
Stock Records:
Stock records should be kept recording the product handled in
this department. The product transferred into this department should
be recorded by vats, showing for each vat the number, date put down,
the averages, number of pieces, and the total weight. Later as the
product is overhauled the various overhauling dates should be entered
on the stock record. As product is transferred out of the cellars and
the various vats are emptied the book records should be adjusted and
the weight result recorded.
Plant stock records should be checked against the stock frequently.
(1) Inventory of Product and Supplies—
Inventories of sweet pickle product in process of cure should be
taken from the stock records at put down weights. Loose cured
product on hand in the department should be taken at actual weight less
drainage allowance. Values used should be the net market value of
such product.
Supplies should be inventoried by an actual enumeration of those
on hand at the end of the period and valued at cost or market, whichever is lower.
(2) Transfers in from Hog Killing and Cutting Department—
The principal charge against this department will be for pork
transferred to it from the Hog Killing and Cutting Department. These
transfers should be at actual weights-in and at net market values for
such green product. As transferred in it is usually placed in large
vats, a more or less standard weight to each vat, and each vat should
be tagged and marked. This forms the basis of the stock record.
(3) Purchases of Cured Products—
Purchases of cured products should be charged against this de-
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partment at weight received and actual cost. Green product purchased
requiring re-trimming or re-cutting should be charged against the
Pork Re-handling Department. Otherwise it would be charged directly
to this department.
(4) Transfers from Dry Salt Pork Department
Occasionally transfers occur from Dry Salt Department to Sweet
Pickle Pork Department. These transfers should be made at actual
weights and net market values for that class of product.
(5) Transfers from Frozen for Cure or Pork Re-handling—
Transfers from Frozen-for-cure Department or Pork Re-handling
Department should be at actual weights and net market values.
(11) Transfers to Smoke House—
Transfers from the Sweet Pickle Department to the Smoked Pork
Department or the Smoke House should be at actual cured weights
less proper drainage allowance. This drainage allowance is necessary
because Sweet Pickle products are customarily weighed as taken out
of vats, which weights necessarily will include considerable pickle. The
allowance percentage should be determined by tests as local operating
conditions will effect it.
(12) Transfers to Boiled Ham Department—
Transfers to boiled ham department should be at actual weights,
less drainage allowance, and at net market values. The boning should
be done in the ham boiling department. Some may prefer to handle
boning in Sweet Pickle department in which case weights would be
boned weight, and prices computed on basis of boned hams.
(13) Transfers of Trimings to TankFat trimmings from converting, ham fatting, boning, etc., in the
sweet pickle department transferred to the tanks, should be credited to
the sweet pickle department and charged against the tanks. The
money value of these transfers should be determined on the basis of
estimated yield of lard at the net market price for rendered product,
less tank expense.
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(14) Sales of Sweet Pickle Product—
Sweet pickle product sold from the department should be credited to it at invoice weights and amounts.
(20) Labor Expense—
The labor expense charged against the sweet pickle pork department is listed below in sections. These sections may be used to
indicate the division of pay-roll on labor statements for the information
of the superintendent's office, etc. The labor expense basis suggestions
below are for use on labor statements only. The expense basis for
the sweet pickle department labor as a whole is given above under
the head of expense basis.
1. Put Down: Including all labor involved in taking green meats
from cars or from chill room, pumping and packing in vats
and tierces, etc. Will include making pickle, keeping of supplies, saving and preparing second pickle, etc. Expense
basis to be figured per 1,000 lbs. green product packed.
2. Sweet Pickle Overhauling: Should include all labor incurred in
the overhauling of all sweet pickle meats. When tierces will
include rolling and re-piling at whatever point re-piled. Expense to be figured per 1,000 lbs. overhauled.
3. Sweet Pickle Shipping: Should include all labor of pulling
sweet pickle meats from vats or tierces, preparation and
packing of same for shipment; loading packed or loose, or
transferring such to any other department. Expense basis
should be per 1,000 lbs. shipped.
4. Converting: Should include all labor expense of changing
meats from one cut into another, including the skinning of
sweet pickle hams, shoulders, and other sweet pickle meats,
the taking of meats from the vat, delivering the converting
bench, converting, delivering trimmings to tank or elsewhere and meat back into pickle, or for shipment. Expense
basis should be per 1,000 pounds converted.
5. Transferring to Lower Temperature Storage: This should
include all expenses of transferring sweet pickle meats from
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cellars to lower temperature storage. This will begin with
pulling from the vats, packing of tierces, or otherwise, and
transferring to the freezer. Will also include labor taking
out of freezer and thawing and all other labor necessary to
get them in proper condition for transferring to smoke house
or shipping. Expense should be figured per 1,000 lbs. handled, which is one-half weight in and one-half weight out.
6. Unloading Outside Cured Meats: Basis per 1,000 lbs. unloaded.
(21) Supply Expenses—
Sweet pickle department should be charged with all supplies used
in curing, packing and shipping operations.
(22) All other Expenses—
(23) Operating Interest—
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DRY SALT PORK DEPARTMENT

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Charges
Inventories of Product and
Supplies
Transfers of Cuts from
Hog Killing and Cutting
Department
Purchases of Product
Transfers from Frozen-forcure or Pork Re-handling.

(5)
(6)
(7)
(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)

Credits
(1 Inventories of Product and
Supplies
(11) Transfers to Smoke House
(12) Transfers
Tanks

Trimmings

to

(13) Sales of Dry Salt Products,
(14)
(15)
(16)
Labor Expense
Supply Expense
All Other Expense
Operating Interest

BALANCE NET GAIN FOR PERIOD

BALANCE NET

Loss

FOR PERIOD

Scope of Department:
In this department should be handled the curing of all pork cuts,
which are given dry salt or dry sugar cures. The following operations will be included:
Put Down
Overhauling
Picking Up
Packing
Shipping.
Investment Used:
The fixed investment to be charged against this department as a
basis for computing operating interest and distributing plant indirect
expenses such as insurance, depreciation, taxes, plant protection, etc.,
should include:
(a) Proportion of Land and Building Investment
(b) Any equipment used in the department such as Boxes, Trucks,
Scales, etc.
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Basis for Computing Weight Results:
The basis for computing weight results should be stock debits less
closing inventory. Stated otherwise this is:
Opening Inventory
Plus Transferred Green Meats
Less Closing Inventory.
Purchase of cured product not to be included in the weight basis.
Expense Basis:
The basis for computing per unit expenses for comparative purposes for this department should be one-half of weight-in plus one-half
weight-out less one-half of the purchases. Otherwise stated this is onehalf of green weight put down, plus one-half of cured product bought,
plus one-half of weight of sales and transfers.
Stock Records:
Stock records should be kept of product bandied. These should
be checked against the actual stock from time to time.
As product is transferred into the Dry Salt Department, each
lot should be recorded separately. For each lot should be entered
the lot number, date put down, number of pieces, averages and total
weight. Subsequent overhauling should be recorded on the stock
records.
As each lot is taken up, pieces should be taken up separately and
salt knocked or swept off. If the shipping weight is made before
sweeping or removing salt, a sweepage allowance should be computed
on such weights. If the weight is made after removing salt, a reduced allowance may be made if necessary. As each lot is disposed of,
the weight-out should be recorded in the stock record and the weight
gain or shrink ascertained.
(1) Inventory of Product and Supplies—
Inventories of dry salt pork product should be taken periodically from the stock records. This should be taken at original put down
weights for all products still in process. For product taken up actual
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weights should be used. The values used in computing this inventory
will be the net market value for cured dry salt product based on the
cash market after allowing transportation differential, and expense
for further processing and handling, if any.
(2) Transfers from Hog Killing and Cutting Department—
The principal charge against this department will be transfers of
green product brought in from the hog killing and cutting department.
This should be recorded at green put down weights and at net market
values for green product.
(3) Purchases of Product—
These should be entered against this department at weights received and actual cost.
(4) Transfers from Frozen-for-Cure or Pork Rehandling—
(11) Transfers to Smoke House—
Transfers of product from the dry salt department to the smoke
house should be at actual weight, with sweepage allowance, and net
market prices for dry salt cured product.
(12) Transfers of Trimmings to Tanks—
Transfers of fat trimmings from the dry salt department to tanks
should be credited to the dry salt department at actual weight of
trimmings and charged against the tank. They should be valued at the
estimated yield and current net market prices for rendering product,
less average tank expense.
(13) Sales of Dry Salt Pork Products—
This should include all sales of product out of the dry salt pork
department at invoice weights and values.
(20) Labor Expense—
The labor to be charged against the dry salt pork department is
given below in sections. These may be used to indicate divisions of
the pay-roll for the purpose of preparing labor statements for operating
departments, etc. These expense bases mentioned below should be
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used only for the purpose of the labor statement. The general expense basis for the department is mentioned above under the head of
expense basis.
1. Put Down: Should include all labor involved in picking up
meats after thawing or taking from chutes, unloading cuts
from cars or wagons, dipping, pumping, salting, and piling
meats. Should also include expense of unloading salt or
other supplies. Expense basis should be per 1,000 pounds
put down.
2. Overhauling: This should include all labor of overhauling dry
salt meats such as picking up, trucking, re-pumping, dipping, salting and re-piling. Expense basis should be 1,000
pounds handled.
3. Shipping. This should include all labor of packing dry salt
meat for shipping in boxes, bags, or loose and placing same
into cars, wagons, trucks, etc. Will include also handling
and storing of shipping supplies, such as boxes, bags, paper,
barrels, etc. Expense basis to be figured per 1,000 pounds
shipped.
4. Converting: To this section should be charged all expenses
of converting dry salt meats from one cut into another. Expense basis to be figured per 1,000 pounds converted.
5. Transferring to Lower Temperature Storage: Should include
all expense of taking up and transferring dry salt meats
from cellars to lower temperature.
6. Unloading Outside Cured Meats: Expense basis per 1,000
pounds unloaded.
(21) Supply Expenses—
(22) Other Expense—
(23) Operating Interest—
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BARRELLED PORK DEPARTMENT
Charges
(1) Inventory of Product and
Supplies
(2) Transfers from Hog Killing and Cutting Department
(3) Purchases of Barrelled
Pork
(4)
(5)

Credits
(1) Inventory of Product and
Supplies
(6) Sales of Product
(7)
(8)
(9)

(10 Labor
(11) Supplies
(12) Other Expenses
(13) Operating Interest
BALANCE GAIN FOR PERIOD

BALANCE

Loss

FOB PERIOD

Scope of the Department:
Includes the handling and curing of barreled pork product. This
will cover all operations, the receiving, putting down, overhauling, repacking, and shipping of such products.
Investment Used:
The fixed investment to be charged against this department as a
basis for computing operating interest and for distributing plant overhead expenses such as insurance, depreciation, taxes, plant protection,
etc., should include:
(a) Proportion of land and building value used by this department.
(b) Any machinery and equipment assigned specifically to this
department.
Weight Results:
The basis for computing weight results in this department should
be the raw weight-in. It is customary in this department to carry all
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barrelled product at standard barrel weight of 200 pounds, therefore
a gain on the product put-down is realized immediately upon its being
packed. It is logical therefore, to compute the weight results on the
basis of raw weight-in.
Expense Basis:
The expense basis for comparative purposes should be the cwt.
produced.

Stock Records:
Stock records should be kept recording the product handled in
this department. As product is transferred into the department and
packed records should be kept showing the lot, weight-in, date packed,
number of barrels, etc. Any overhauling or re-packing should be
entered against the various lots, and they should be checked out as
shipped.
(1) Inventory of Product and Supplies—
Inventory of barrelled pork on hand should be taken at the close
of each accounting period from the stock records. Weight used on
packed stock will be the standard weight of the package. These inventories should be valued at net market for the respective grades of
product.
Inventory of supplies on hand in the department should be taken
by actual count or enumeration and priced at cost or market, whichever is lower.
(2) Transfers from Hog Killing and Cutting Department—
Green product transferred into the department from the hog killing and cutting department should be recorded at actual weights of
trimmed cuts put-down and at net market prices for such product after
allowing differential for loose basis.
(3) Purchases of Barrelled Pork—
This department should be charged for any barrelled pork purchased at the weights paid for and at actual cost.
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(6) Sales of Product—
This department should receive credit for standard barrelled
weights at sales values.
(10) LaborTo this department should be charged all labor in connection with
handling of product, including:
Receiving
Scaling
Packing
Coopering
Pickling
Stenciling
Overhauling
Re-capping
Re-packing
Receiving Purchased Product
Shipping Product.
(11) Supplies—
Would include charges for all supplies used in the department,
such as barrels, salt, pickle, stencils, etc.
(12) Other Expenses—
(13) Operating Interest—
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VINEGAR PICKLED PORK

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)

Charges
Inventory of Product and
Supplies
Transfers in from Fresh
Pork Department.
Purchases of Cured Vinegar Pickle Pork
Transfers in from Other
Departments.

Credits
(1) Inventory of Product and
Supplies
(11) Transfers to Lard Tank
(12) Sales of Vinegar Pickle
Pork
(13) Transfers to Other Departments.

Labor Expenses
Supply Expense
All Other Expenses
Operating Interest

BALANCE GAIN FOR PERIOD

BALANCE

Loss

FOR PERIOD

Scope of the Department:
In the vinegar pickled pork department is handled the cooking
and pickling of pork feet, pork snouts and pork and lamb tongues,
etc. The operations of the department would include:
Receiving of Product
Put Down (in Plain Pickle)
Cooking
Put Down in Vinegar Pickle
Overhauling
Packing into kits, bbls., etc.
Shipping
Unloading Outside Purchases
Export Packing and Export Shipping
Investment Used:
The investment which should be charged this department as a
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basis for computing operating interest and distributing expenses such
as depreciation, insurance, taxes, plant protection, etc., should include
the following:
Proportion of land and building value occupied by the department
Cooking and Curing Vats
Trucks
Tierces
Scales
Tables
Refrigeration Equipment.
All other machinery and equipment used exclusively.
Weight Results:
The basis for computing weight results in this department should
be raw weight used, which is the raw weight transferred into the department. Outside purchases of raw stock should be transferred direct
to this department unless re-trimming is necessary in which case
should be put through pork re-handling department.
Expense Basis:
The basis for computing per unit expenses for comparative purposes should be one-half weight transferred in plus one-half weightout, plus one-half of the purchases of pickled product.
Stock Records:
Stock records should be kept in plant recording the product handled in this department. The product transferred into this department
should be recorded by lots, showing in each vat the number, date putdown and total weight. Later as the product is overhauled the various
overhauling dates should be entered on the stock record. As product
is transferred out of vats the book records should be adjusted and the
weight results recorded.
(1) Inventory of Product and Supplies—
Inventories of pickled pork product in process of cure should be
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taken from stock records at put down weight. Cured product on hand
in the department should be taken at actual net weight of packages
which are as follows:
Small Kits
13 lbs.
¼
Bbls
35 lbs.
Large Kits
17 lbs.
½
Bbls
75 lbs.
1/8 Bbls.
17 lbs.
Barrels
200 lbs.
Tierces
300 lbs.
Values used should be the net market value of such product.
Supplies should be inventoried by an actual enumeration of those
on hand at the end of the period and valued at cost or market, whichever is the lower.
(2) Transfers from Fresh Pork Departments:
The principal charge to this department will be for pork small
products transferred to it from the fresh pork and pork small products
department, also for lamb tongues, etc., from other departments. These
transfers should be at actual weights of cleaned products in and at net
market values for such green product. Product as transferred in is
usually placed in large vats, a more or less standard weight to each vat
and each vat should be tagged and marked. This forms the basis of
the stock record.
(3) Purchases of Cured Vinegar Pickle Products—
Purchases of pickled products should be charged against this department at actual net invoice weights and at actual cost. Green product purchased requiring re-trimming should be charged against the
pork re-handling department and transferred from that department to
the vinegar pickle department so that any cleaning or trimming will be
handled in the pork re-handling.
(11) Transfers to Lard T a n k Skimmings from pickle pork cooking to be transferred to tank on
basis of yield in tank (yield to be determined by tests) and at net
market values for rendered product, less tank expense.
(12) Sales of Vinegar Pickle Pork Products—
Products of this department shipped in pickle shall be credited
department at the sales weights and values,
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(13) Transfers to Other Departments—
(20) Labor Expenses—
(21) Supply Expenses—
(22) All Other Expenses—
(23) Operating Interest—
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SMOKED PORK DEPARTMENT

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Charges
Inventories of Product and
Supplies
Transfers from S w e e t
Pickle Pork
Transfers from Dry Salt
Pork
Purchases of Smoked Product

Credits
(1) Inventories of Product and
Supplies
(6) Sales of Smoked Products
(7) Transfers to Grease Tanks
(8)
(9)

(5)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)

Labor
Supplies
All Other Expenses
Operating Interest

BALANCE GAIN FOR PERIOD

BALANCE

Loss

FOR PERIOD

Scope of the Department:
This should include all operations in connection with the smoking of pork products, such as hams, bellies, butts, shoulders, picnics,
etc. It will include the following:
Receiving
Washing
Branding
Stringing
Placing on Racks
Smoking
Wiping
Wrapping
Packing
Shipping
Receiving and Handling Smoked Product.
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Investment Used:
The fixed investment charged against the smoked pork department
as a basis for computing operating interest and distributing plant overhead expenses such as interest, insurance, taxes, plant protection,
etc., should include:
(a) Proportion of land and building expense used by this department.
(b) All equipment used by department such as trucks, racks, tables,
branding machine, scales, sorting boxes, etc.
Weight Results:
The basis for computing weight results in this department should
be the cured weight used. This is, the opening inventory, plus product received, less closing inventory.
Expense Basis:
The basis for computing per unit expense for comparative purposes should be cwt. produced.
Use of Smoke House by Other Departments:
Where other products, such as beef, sausage, tongues, etc., are
handled through the smoke house it is advisable to carry separate departmental statements for the other products and to divide the total
expense of the smoke house over the departmental accounts carried
for the various products going through the smoke house. These other
departments should be charged their proportion of all expenses incurred on their product based on cwt. produced.
Stock Records:
Stock records should be kept in the plant recording product handled through this smoked pork department. These records and forms
should record:
Weight
Average description of the various lots transferred into the
department
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Date smoked
Time in Smoke
"Weights Out of Smoke House
Smoke Shrink
Records of Shipments
Stocks on Hand.
These records can be used as a basis for reports to the office and
should be reconciled to the office departmental records periodically.
Any discrepancies in departmental shrinks can be readily checked from
these records.
(1) Inventory of Product and Supplies—
Inventories of product on hand in the smoked pork department
should be taken at the close of each accounting period. These may be
prepared from the stock records if such are complete and in good order.
Weights used should be as follows:
For Smoked Product—Weight Out of Smoke.
For Cured Product and Product in Smoke—Weight Charged
to the Department.
Smoked meats should be valued at the net market value for such product. Inventory of cured meats and meats in process of smoking
should be valued at cured value as charged into the department.
(2) Transfers from Sweet Pickle P o r k Transfers to the smoked pork department coming from the sweet
pickle department should be at the take-up weights in the sweet pickle
cellars less drainage allowance as determined by tests, which are dependent upon local operating conditions. These transfers should be
valued at the net market price for such cured product.
(3) Transfers from Dry Salt P o r k Transfers from the dry salt pork department to the smoked pork
department should be at take-up weights in the dry salt cellars after
making such allowance for salt as determined by tests which will depend upon local operating conditions. These transfers should be
valued at current net market price for such products.
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(4) Purchases of Smoked Pork—
Purchases of smoked pork brought into this department should
be charged at the weights paid for and at actual cost.
(6) Sales of Smoked Products—
Sales of product from the smoked pork department should be at
weights sold and at invoice values.
(7) Transfers to Tank—
In case product is spoiled or has been returned in poor condition
and is sent to the tank this department should be given credit for the
full actual weight of such product transferred. The money credit
should be the estimated yield in the tank at the current net market
price for rendered product less tank expense.
(10) Labor—
All labor used in the operation of this department should be
charged against it and will include the following:
Receiving of product
Washing
Branding
Stringing
Placing on racks
Smoking
Wiping
Inspecting
Wrapping
Packing
Shipping and Transferring
Receiving and Handling of Smoked Product.
(11) Supplies—
This department should be charged with the cost of all supplies
incidental to its operation.
(12) All Other Expenses—
(13) Operating Interest—
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BOILED HAM DEPARTMENT
Charges
(1) Inventory of Product and
Supplies
(2) Transfers from S w e e t
Pickle Department
(3)
(20) Labor Expenses

Credits
(1) Inventory of Product and
Supplies
(10) Transfers to Prime Steam
Lard
(11) Sales

(21) Supplies
(22) Other Expense
(23) Operating Interest
BALANCE NET GAIN FOR PERIOD

BALANCE

Loss

FOR PERIOD

Scope of Department:
This department covers the boning, preparing and cooking of
hams, shoulders, loins, etc. It should include receiving from sweet
pickle cellar, boning, tying, wrapping, shipping, delivery to boiling
room, also the boiling, handling, packing and shipping of cooked product, also the delivery of all fats, bones and trimmings to prime steam
lard department.
Plants handling a large volume of boned and tied hams may desire
to include the boning and tying operation as part of sweet pickle department.
Investment Used:
The investment which should be charged against this department
as a basis for computing operating interest and distributing expenses
such as depreciation, insurance, taxes, plant protection, etc., should
include the following:
Proportion of land and building value occupied by the department
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Ham Cylinders or Presses
Cooking Vats or Kettles
Scales
Trucks
All other machinery and equipment used.
Weight Results:
The basis for computing weight results should be raw weight
used. Otherwise stated this is the opening inventory plus the transfers and purchases less closing inventory.
Expense Basis:
The basis for computing per unit expenses for comparative purposes should be cwt. produced.
Stock Records:
Should be kept in the plant recording the product handled in this
department. The records should be kept so that total weights for
period are obtainable showing weight before cooking and after by lots
or averages so that shrink for certain lots or averages can be determined.
(1) Inventory of Product and Supplies—
Inventories of the department should be taken at actual weights
either in raw or manufactured state. Values used should be net market
value of such product with allowance for hams not cooked or boned.
Supplies should be inventoried by an actual enumeration of those
on hand and valued at cost or market whichever is lower.
(2) Transfers in from Sweet Pickle Dept—
The principal charge against this department will be product transferred from the sweet pickle pork department. These transfers should
be at actual weight after a certain amount for pickle drainage has been
allowed and should be priced at net market value.
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(10) Transfers to Tank—
Ham fats, trimmings, skimmings of cooking vats, etc., should be
transferred to tank at raw weight, and valued on yield basis at net
market price for rendered product less tank expense. No weight credit
need be given to this department for skimmings transferred.
(11) Sales of Finished Products—
Finished product sold should be credited at invoiced weights and
value. .
(20) Labor Expense—
Labor expense charged against this department should cover all
labor involved in boning, tying, where this work is handled thru this
department, and expense of receiving, putting in cylinders, boiling,
wrapping and shipping.
(21) Supply Expense—
All supplies used should be charged to boiled ham department in
boiling, packing and shipping operations.
(22) All other Expenses—
(23) Operating Interest—
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SHIPPER PIG DEPARTMENT

Charges
(1) Inventories of Product and
Supplies
(2) Cost of Pigs from Live Hog
Account
(3) Transfers from Hog Killing and Cutting Department

(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)

Credits
(1) Inventories of Product and
Supplies
(10) Transfers to Hog Killing
and Cutting Department
(11) Sales

Labor
Supplies
Other Expenses
Operating Interest

BALANCE NET GAIN FOR PERIOD

BALANCE NET

Loss

FOR PERIOD

Scope of Department:
In this department should be included all hogs dressed shipper
style. The operations would include the following:
Buying and Driving
Penning
Killing
Dressing
Chilling
Shipping
Investment Used:
As shipper pigs use the same space and equipment as packer
hogs, the total investment should be divided between the packer and
shipper business on the basis of the head killed or cwt. dressed.
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Weight Basis:
Basis for computing gain or shrink should be opening inventory
plus dressed weight less closing inventory.
Expense Basis:
Should be cwt. dressed including weight of hogs transferred to
shipper pig department.
(1) Inventory of Product and Supplies—
Inventories of pigs on hand in this department should be taken at
the close of each period. Carcasses in the cooler should be priced
on the basis of dressed cost according to lots. Supplies should be
valued at cost or market, whichever is lower.
(2) Cost of Shipper Pigs from Live Hog Account—
This is the principal charge made against the shipper pig department and represents the live cost of shippers slaughtered plus
freight, feed, and yardage, etc.
The weight charged should be the shrunk dressed weight, that is,
the warm weight as taken on the killing floor less an estimated weight
allowance determined by tests for moisture and shrink in chilling.
Offal credit allowed should be charged to the departments receiving the
various by-products.
(3) Transfers from Hog Killing and Cutting Department—
Packer hogs suitable for shipping should be transferred to shipper
pig department at actual weight and dressed cost.
(10) Transfers of Shipper Pigs to How Killing and Cutting Department—
Hogs killed as shipper and transferred to hog killing and cutting
department may be at actual weight and at dressed cost less amount
for expenses included in cost, but not incurred at time of transfer, or
may be at cut out value.
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(11) Sales of Shipper P i g s Should be credited at actual weight and invoice value.
(20) Labor Expense—
The labor expense covers all labor for killing shippers including
packer hogs dressed for shipping.
(21) Supply Expense—
Supplies charged should include all supplies used in operation
of this department such as cloth bags, etc.

